Resolution and Order Setting Forth Specified Proceedings
for Petition for Declaratory Ruling Requested on Behalf of Joseph P.
Ganim Regarding Applicability of General Statutes § 9-706 (a) (5)

Pursuant to General Statutes § 4-176 (e) and Connecticut Agency Regulations
§ 9-7b-65 (c), it is hereby resolved and ordered that the following proceedings are set
regarding the Petition for a Declaratory Ruling for Hon. Joseph P. Ganim Regarding
Applicability of General Statutes § 9-706 (a) (5), received by the Commission on April 7,
2017, from attorney Arnold Skretta:

(1) The Commission directs staff to issue notice of receipt of a petition for
declaratory ruling on the SEEC website, and via e-mail to all persons who have
requested notice of declaratory rulings;

(2) The Commission directs staff to draft a Proposed Declaratory Ruling 2017-01 for
consideration by the Commission at its regular meeting scheduled for June 21,
2017;

(3) If the Commission votes to approve the proposed Declaratory Ruling at this June
21, 2017 meeting, the Commission shall direct staff to post notice of the proposed
Declaratory Ruling on the SEEC website and to send notice to all persons who
were sent notice of the receipt of the petition, which a comment period to close at
11:59 p.m. on July 11, 2017 (prior to the regular Commission meeting on July 19,
2017). If the Commission does not vote to approve the proposed draft at the July
19, 2017 meeting, the Commission shall set an alternative schedule and any
further proceedings as necessary.

Anthony J. Castagna  Chairperson
By Order of the Commission

19 April 2017
Date
April 7, 2017

Delivered via Electronic Mail

Mr. Michael Brandi
Executive Director and General Counsel
State Elections Enforcement Commission
20 Trinity Street
Hartford, CT 06016


Dear Mr. Brandi:

This Petition for a Declaratory Ruling is being filed with the State Elections Enforcement Commission (“SEEC” or “Commission”) on behalf of the Honorable Joseph P. Ganim (“Petitioner”), mayor of the City of Bridgeport, pursuant to Conn. Gen. Stats. §§ 4-175 and 4-176 and § 9-7b-64 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice. We also request an expedited public comment period, and speedy consideration and review by the Commission.

This Petition requests the Commission to declare that Conn. Gen. Stat. § 9-706(a)(5) (and therefore §§ 9-706(b)(11) and (12)) is not applicable to Petitioner, and therefore Petitioner be permitted to participate fully in the Citizens’ Election Program (CEP) in current and/or future election cycles, and thereby avail himself of Connecticut’s hallmark clean elections program, including accepting low-dollar CEP-compliant qualifying contributions, recording and disclosing said contributions accordingly, making application for the CEP grant, and ultimately being awarded the public grant funds necessary to conduct an effective campaign under Connecticut’s regulatory scheme.

Petitioner should be permitted to participate in the CEP. This is not merely a matter of a candidate pursuing a public grant in order to level the electoral playing field, although as discussed below, this is vital given the CEP’s 100% participation rate by candidates for statewide office. It is a commitment by Mr. Ganim to embrace Connecticut’s clean elections program.
This request for acceptance into the program is consistent with the State of Connecticut’s commitment to second chances that is embodied in legislation and state policies.\(^1\)

Simply stated, Mr. Ganim is looking for the same equal opportunity, if he should decide to seek state elected office, to participate in the clean and fair public financing system that has transformed Connecticut’s elections for the better. If he should run for such an office, he seeks the honor and privilege of being among those who can say they came to office free of special interest money. Conn. Gen. Stat. § 9-706(a)(5) creates an illogical system whereby Mr. Ganim, currently the mayor of Connecticut’s largest city, can run for and be elected to the highest offices in State government but cannot apply for public financing from the Citizen’s Election Fund to run such a campaign. § 9-706(a)(5) precludes his participation in the CEP while burdening his First and Fourteenth Amendment rights, as well as by distorting the democratic process. This statute lacks any rational basis.

The Commission should declare that Petitioner may participate in the CEP for the reasons stated below, which may be considered cumulatively and/or in the alternative:

I. Conn. Gen. Stat. § 9-706(a)(5) is illogical, punitive and serves no legitimate, rational public policy interest;

II. Conn. Gen. Stat. § 9-706(a)(5) was enacted in 2013 and cannot be retroactively applied to Petitioner’s case/circumstances; and

III. Protections provided by the Article I, Section 9 (prohibition on ex post facto laws) and the First and Fourteenth Amendments of the United States Constitution, and Article First, Section 5 and Article XXI of the Constitution of the State of Connecticut, would render § 9-706(a)(5)(B) invalid on its face and as applied to Mr. Ganim.

**Factual Background**


In 2010, after serving over six years in prison, Mr. Ganim was released and returned home to start rebuilding his life. He restored his voting rights and renewed his status as an elector of the state of Connecticut (a requisite to run for public office). In 2015, Mr. Ganim ran for mayor – again – and was re-elected Mayor of Bridgeport on November 3, 2015. As Mr. Ganim continues

\(^1\) E.g., Conn. Gen. Stat. § 21a-279, et seq. See also S.B. 952 (2015).

\(^2\) U.S. v. Ganim, 510 F.3d 134 (2nd Cir., 2007)
to serve again in elected office he fights for the City of Bridgeport, as well as “second chances” for all individuals. Mr. Ganim is further committed to open and transparent government – starting directly in Bridgeport.

Amidst some speculation that Mr. Ganim could be considered a potential statewide candidate in 2018, a recent newspaper article noted that if he should he do so, he would be blocked from access to Connecticut’s public funding of campaigns because of his prior felony conviction. Upon review of the applicable Connecticut statute(s), Mr. Ganim continues to look to the future, which necessitates an answer to the very questions presented in this Petition.

The program known as the Citizens’ Election Program was enacted in 2005 and became effective in 2006. The system provides public grants to candidates who voluntarily agree to abide by low-dollar qualifying contributions (primarily from individuals permitted to give under the program) and spending caps for their campaigns. Contributions from individuals doing business with the state are strictly prohibited and state lobbyist contributions are highly regulated. Conn. Gen. Stat. § 9-706(a)(5) however, was enacted much later under Public Act 13-180/House Bill No. 6580, effective June 18, 2013.3 “In [the CEP’s] inaugural run for General Assembly campaigns in 2008, a total of 78 percent of the legislators elected came to office using the Program. Thus, more than three-quarters of the sitting legislature could say they came to office without relying on special interest funds.”4 In 2014, 100% of candidates for statewide office, Republicans and Democrats alike, participated in the CEP. While Petitioner opposes § 9-706(a)(5) specifically, the CEP as a whole stands out as a national model for clean elections laws.

**Legal Argument**

I. **Conn. Gen. Stat. § 9-706(a)(5) Is Illogical and Serves No Legitimate Public Policy Interest**

First – Conn. Gen. Stat. § 9-706(a)(5) (“Grant applications and payment”) is an illogical and punitive statute that serves no legitimate nor rational public policy interest. Section 9-706(a)(5) reads:

> Notwithstanding the provisions of this subsection, no candidate may apply to the State Elections Enforcement Commission for a grant from the fund under the Citizens’ Election Program if such candidate has been convicted of or pled guilty or nolo contendere to, in a court of competent jurisdiction, any (A) criminal offense under this title unless at least eight years have elapsed from the date of the conviction or plea or the completion of any sentence, whichever date is later, without a subsequent conviction of or plea to another such offense, or (B) a felony related to the individual’s public office,

---

other than an offense under this title in accordance with subparagraph (A) of this subdivision. Id. (emphasis added).

According to subsection (A) above, an individual convicted of a criminal offense under Title 9 (Elections) of the General Statutes becomes eligible for participation in the CEP 8 years following the last day of any sentence. Firstly, bear in mind the offenses addressed by this statute are limited to those found under Title 9 (Elections) - not most crimes, which are found under Title 53 (Crimes). In addition to that quizzical detail, subsection (B) makes it so that individuals convicted of a felony related to the individual’s public office face a lifetime ban on participating in a clean elections program that was intended to fetter out and eliminate public corruption.

This is confounding because if Conn. Gen. Stat. § 9-706(a)(5) was really about clean elections (as the legislature certainly intended and the entire CEP contends to be) then it would require - not ban – the participation of individuals like Petitioner and others similarly situated. Conn. Gen. Stat. § 9-706(a)(5) makes even less sense considering the unique circumstances of Petitioner, who already holds a position of public trust as the sitting mayor of Bridgeport, Connecticut’s largest city, where he was reelected by an overwhelming majority of the vote.

For reasons of logic, we urge the Commission to determine that section B does not present a lifetime bar to Petitioner (and those similarly situated) from participating in the CEP. Notwithstanding our assertion that the statute serves no legitimate public policy interest, if the Commission determines it does, then the statute presents serious retroactivity and constitutional challenges, as we discuss below.


Conn. Gen. Stat. § 9-706(a)(5) should not be applied retroactively to Petitioner because his conviction occurred a full decade before § 9-706(a)(5) was even contemplated (and approximately fourteen years prior to the filing of this Petition), and the legislature did not expressly or even imply that make this statute retroactive. Therefore, retroactive application of § 9-706(a)(5) was not the legislature’s intent. The CEP was established in 2005 and became effective in 2006. However, Conn. Gen. Stat. § 9-706(a)(5) was enacted in Public Act 13-180 (House Bill No. 6580), which only became effective on June 18, 2013. In reviewing the legislative history of P.A. 13-180 there is no mention of retroactive application.\(^5\)

As an initial matter, it is important to note that Chapter 141 (General Provisions) of Title 9 of the General Statutes is completely silent regarding retroactive application of any part of Title 9 - as is Chapter 157 (Citizen’s Election Program).

Retroactive applicability of laws, though disfavored by courts, is sometimes tolerated in civil law if the legislature expressly intended a statute to be retroactive and the statute does not otherwise

present undue hardship (or punishment) in its application. Yet “[a] statute will not be given a retroactive construction by which it will impose liabilities not existing prior to its passage.” Massa v. Nasti, 125 Conn. 144, 2 A.2d 839 (1939). See AGO 1990-041.

The Connecticut Supreme Court discusses retroactivity at length in D'Eramo v. Smith, 273 Conn. 610 (2005). They explain:

Whether to apply a statute retroactively or prospectively depends upon the intent of the legislature in enacting the statute. . . . Our point of departure is General Statutes § 55-3, which states: *No* provision of the general statutes, *not* previously contained in the statutes of the state, which imposes any new obligation on any person or corporation, shall be construed to have retrospective effect. The obligations referred to in [§ 9-706(a)(5)] are those of substantive law. . . . “It is a rule of construction that legislation is to be applied prospectively unless the legislature clearly expresses an intention to the contrary.” In civil cases, however, unless considerations of good sense and justice dictate otherwise, it is presumed that procedural statutes will be applied retrospectively. . . . Procedural statutes have been traditionally viewed as affecting remedies, not substantive rights, and therefore leave the preexisting scheme intact." . . . “[A]lthough we have presumed that procedural or remedial statutes are intended to apply retroactively absent a clear expression of legislative intent to the contrary ... a statute which, in form, provides but a change in remedy but actually brings about changes in substantive rights is not subject to retroactive application.” *Id.* at 620-21. (2005) (citations omitted, emphasis added).

The *D'Eramo* case is instructive for several reasons. First *D'Eramo* shows that the Connecticut Supreme Court firmly believes a statute must be applied prospectively only (unless remedial, meaning beneficial or benevolent, or procedural) - and not retroactively - unless the legislative intent is crystal clear that it was meant to be applied retroactively. With respect to § 9-706(a)(5) at issue in this Petition, the statute has no retroactive clause in its text, and the full legislative record discloses no intent on the part of the General Assembly to make the law retroactive. Second, the Connecticut Supreme Court states, and Petitioner reiterates here, “a statute which, in form, provides but a change in remedy but actually brings about changes in substantive rights is not subject to retroactive application” *Id.* at 621. § 9-706(a)(5) serves as a complete bar to Petitioner from participating in the CEP - a substantive benefit that virtually every other candidate enjoys. This is no mere procedural hurdle, it is a substantial roadblock to viability as a candidate when forced to compete against candidates that have been granted participation in the CEP.

Third, a legal trend emerges with § 9-706(a)(5). Later in this petition we explain that § 9-706(a)(5) is actually a punitive measure masquerading as a civil law; in reality and application it is aimed only at levying an additional, extra-criminal punishment on Petitioner (thereby implicating the Ex Post Facto Clause of the U.S. Constitution). In the pure civil context discussed in *D'Eramo* and now - retroactivity cannot be proper because we are dealing with a substantive change in the statute, not a mere procedural hurdle. Thus, no matter the context in which § 9-706(a)(5) is discussed, it is actually more punitive and substantive than it purports to be when read in isolation. A law that is fundamentally improper should not avoid scrutiny simply because it is framed in a more benign, acceptable manner.
In the U.S. Supreme Court case of *Bowen v. Georgetown University Hospital*, 488 U.S. 204 (1988) - which specifically applies to administrative agency settings - Justice Kennedy wrote:

"Retroactivity is not favored in the law. Thus, congressional enactments and administrative rules will not be construed to have retroactive effect unless their language requires this result. . . By the same principle, a statutory grant of legislative rulemaking authority [common in administrative settings] will not, as a general matter, be understood to encompass the power to promulgate retroactive rules unless that power is conveyed by Congress in express terms . . . Even where some substantial justification for retroactive rulemaking is presented, courts should be reluctant to find such authority absent an express statutory grant." *Id.* at 208-209.

Although numerous circuit and district court cases have distinguished cases from *Bowen*, it remains good law and is particularly insightful because it deals directly with administrative agencies. Admittedly there are numerous Connecticut state cases ruling retroactive application of civil laws permissible, particularly in the context of (by example and not limitation) levying taxes and programmatic insurance reimbursements. But in those cases, the statutes invariably included an express retroactive clause, with a date definite for retroactive application. That is not the case here, and it is illuminating because the legislature was fully aware of how to properly draft a retroactive statute. With Conn. Gen. Stat. § 9-706(a)(5), the legislature chose to not include a retroactivity clause within the statute, even though they easily could have, and certainly knew how to.

Because retroactive application of Conn. Gen. Stat. § 9-706(a)(5) is not delineated in the statute itself, it could only be derived from the legislative history of the statute. Upon inspection of the legislative history, including the transcripts covering both the House and Senate floor debates from 2013, one cannot conclude the statute was ever meant to be retroactive. There is no mention whatsoever of retroactivity in either the House or Senate transcripts. Please note the legislative record is included as additional attachments/exhibits to this Petition.

In short, there is no express statement of retroactive application in the statute itself; likewise, there is no statement – either express or implied – in the legislative history of P.A. 13-180/House Bill No. 6580 to permit retroactive application of the statute. Therefore the Commission must not apply Conn. Gen. Stat. § 9-706(a)(5) retroactively to Petitioner.

Note that if the Commission determines that § 9-706(a)(5) is retroactively applicable, such a determination would invoke the Due Process and Equal Protection clauses of the United States Constitution and the Constitution of the State of Connecticut. The fact is, § 9-706(a)(5) purports to be a civil law, but is punitive in nature, and thereby also implicates the Ex Post Facto Clause in Article I, Section 9 of the U.S. Constitution.


A. Ex Post Facto Clause, Due Process and Equal Protection
Retroactive laws and the ex post facto clause are related, but differing concepts. As a general matter, it is well established that ex post facto laws — those laws that retroactively increase criminal punishment — are strictly forbidden under clause 3, Article I Section 9 of the United States Constitution. However, the Ex Post Facto Clause is generally not applicable in the civil law context, unless a civil law is deemed to be punitive in nature.

A punitive civil law can invoke the Ex Post Facto Clause in Article I, Section 9 of the United States Constitution. In order to determine whether a law is actually punitive in nature, we look to the U.S. Supreme Court case of Smith v. Doe, where Justice Souter’s concurrence succinctly maps out “a two-step enquiry to see whether a law is punitive for purposes of various constitutional provisions including the Ex Post Facto Clause. At the first step in applying the so-called Kennedy-Ward test, we ask whether the legislature intended a civil or criminal consequence; at the second, we look behind the legislature’s preferred classification to the law’s substance, focusing on its purpose and effects.” Smith v. Doe, 538 U.S. 84,107 (2003). Justice Kennedy’s majority opinion further explains:

We must "ascertain whether the legislature meant the statute to establish 'civil' proceedings."... If the intention of the legislature was to impose punishment, that ends the inquiry. If, however, the intention was to enact a regulatory scheme that is civil and nonpunitive, we must further examine whether the statutory scheme is "so punitive either in purpose or effect as to negate [the State’s] intention' to deem it 'civil.'...Because we "ordinarily defer to the legislature’s stated intent,"... "only the clearest proof will suffice to override legislative intent and transform what has been denominated a civil remedy into a criminal penalty. Id. at 89 (citations omitted).

In Smith, the legislature expressed their intent — to protect the public - in the statute itself. Such an explicit expression of legislative intent is not embodied in § 9-706(a)(5), which instead merely states a rule that will deny specific individuals — those with a felony record related to public office — from participating in the CEP. Therefore it is necessary to look at the legislative history. While the CEP became effective in 2006, Conn. Gen. Stat. § 9-706(a)(5) was not enacted until much later in 2013. The legislative history bears little to no information on their intent in passing this particular statute, other than plain language of banning those with a criminal record related to their public office from ever participating in the CEP. Most of the legislative record expounds on the CEP as a whole — not on § 9-706(a)(5) in particular - as a means to help reduce/eliminate the corruptive influence of money in politics. No rational conclusion can be drawn from the statute, nor the very thin legislative history, other than it was meant to punish those individuals who have — presumably, and like Petitioner - already paid their debt to society through their earlier prosecution, criminal conviction, and punishment. We posit that § 9-706(a)(5) is “so punitive [both] in purpose [and] effect as to negate [the State’s] intention' to deem it 'civil. Id. Simply put - this statute is an additional punishment imposed on Petitioner.

Petitioner lost his law license, spent more than six years in prison, and has had to rebuild his life from scratch. In a tremendous example of 2nd chances – he was overwhelmingly re-elected mayor of Bridgeport in 2015. Yet despite having served his time and dealing with tremendous public stigma and scrutiny, Petitioner now faces another punitive measure under § 9-706(a)(5),
ironically aimed at keeping him from running for statewide public office under Connecticut’s clean elections paradigm. Note: the implications of an interpretation denying the Petitioner access to the CEP could also serve to deny him access to the CEP should he ever decide to run for state senator or state representative.

Due of the efficacy of the CEP (100% participation by all Democratic and Republican candidates for statewide office in the most recent election), to not be part of the CEP is a heavy burden on one’s candidacy for state office(s). Being barred from the CEP is a major obstacle to Petitioner’s potential candidacy for state office(s), despite Petitioner’s proven viability as an electoral candidate. Therefore, because it disproportionately impacts Petitioner, and those similarly situated, and there is a distinct possibility of this injury recurring in the future, it violates the Equal Protection clauses of the U.S. and Connecticut Constitutions. While we acknowledge there is qualifying criteria that all candidates must meet in order to participate in the CEP, Conn. Gen. Stat. § 9-706(a)(5) stands out from such other criteria because it identifies a specific class of persons that are completely prohibited from taking part – in any way - in the CEP. This is not a matter of not fulfilling the prerequisites to be awarded a grant – this is a matter of not even having the opportunity to attempt to fulfill those prerequisites.

Therefore, Conn. Gen. Stat. § 9-706(a)(5) deprives Petitioner of a benefit otherwise readily available to other candidates – even those who are not ultimately awarded the CEP grant. The law singles out specific people – or as applied, Petitioner alone – and shuts him out from partaking in the program in which 100% of Petitioner’s would-be opponents will likely indulge. As such, this law is both punitive, and violates the Due Process and Equal Protection clauses of the constitutions of the United States and the State of Connecticut.

B. First Amendment - Freedom of Speech

Finally - it is necessary to address the glaring First Amendment issues at stake under Conn. Gen. Stat. § 9-706(a)(5). Following numerous cases over the last several decades - and no matter how much most reform groups loath the fact - money is speech, at least under the current campaign finance paradigm. See, Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1 (1976); Colorado Republican Federal Campaign Committee v. FEC, 518 U.S. 604 (1996); McConnell v. Federal Election Commission, 540 U.S. 93 (2003); Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission, 558 U.S. 310 (2010); McCutcheon v. Federal Election Commission, 134 S.Ct. 1434 (2014). This concept forms the foundation of why the CEP was established in the first place – to prevent the corruptive influence of money in politics.

But in a twist of irony, § 9-706(a)(5) locks out those who – despite having a felony conviction related to the their public office – now wish to walk a tighter line and comply with a more rigorous and respectable clean elections law. Petitioner wants to abide by lower contribution limits. Petitioner wants to abide by a cap on campaign spending. Petitioner wants to be subject to a higher degree of scrutiny on the raising, spending and reporting of funds from his potential campaign. All of this makes particular sense but the statute at issue could prevent him from doing so.
At the same time there has been a political evolution in Connecticut elections. As the CEP grows and prospers, certainly in widespread candidate participation, it has also evolved into a program most candidates (whether they’ll admit it or not) must be a part of in order to compete. Donors are weary of candidates not participating in the CEP. The CEP grant is often more than most candidates (again, whether they admit it or not) could practically raise outside the CEP. So as the CEP becomes more robust with greater participation, it has likewise become very difficult for candidates not participating in the CEP to compete due to an inability to raise and spend in a similar fashion to their CEP counterparts.

Then in 2013 – seemingly out of nowhere, at least by the documented legislative history - along came § 9-706(a)(5), which could bar Petitioner from participating in a regulatory scheme that 100% of his would-be opponents are most likely participating in and benefiting from. Petitioner therefore does not have the amplifier to his speech that his opponents have. In fact, in a perversion of the CEP, the State would essentially be endorsing the speech of Petitioner’s would-be opponents, while chilling Petitioner’s own political speech. Curtailing who may receive a CEP grant by establishing a particular class of persons banned from participation in the CEP equates to limiting the free speech of the non-CEP candidate, and even perhaps even worse, governmental endorsement of those candidates whom the State has permitted to participate.

Therefore, Conn. Gen. Stat. § 9-706(a)(5) also violates the First Amendment of the United States Constitution as well as Article First, Section 5 of the Constitution of the State of Connecticut.

Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, we respectfully request the State of Connecticut Elections Enforcement Commission declare that Conn. Gen. Stat. § 9-706(a)(5) (and therefore §§ 9-706(b)(11) and (12)) is not applicable to Petitioner, cannot be applied to Petitioner, and would otherwise be deemed unconstitutional if applied to Petitioner, and therefore Petitioner be permitted to participate in the Citizens’ Election Program of the State of Connecticut in current and/or future elections. We also request that the Commission move forward with all phases of the Petition quickly, including an expedited public comment period.

Thank you for your attention to this Petition and do not hesitate to contact me if you have additional questions.

Very truly yours,

Arnold F. Skretta

cc: Shannon Kief and Joshua Foley (via electronic mail)
EXHIBIT A

Will the Clerk please call Calendar number 303?

THE CLERK:

Yes, Mr. Speaker, on page 10 of yesterday's calendar, Calendar number 303, House Bill 6580, AN ACT CONCERNING FAILURE TO FILE A REPORT OF AN INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURE.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I move acceptance of the Joint Committee's favorable report and passage of the bill.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Question is on acceptance of the Joint Committee's favorable report and passage of the bill.

Will you remark, sir?

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Yes, Mr. Speaker, in 2010, the U.S. Supreme Court rendered its decision in Citizens United versus the Federal Elections Commission and that decision opened the flood gates to
independent expenditures that threaten to unduly influence our electoral process.

Accordingly, we have a bill before us tonight, or this morning, I should say, intended to address this influx of new money into our system, reset the playing field and make other improvements to our campaign finance laws. The Court in Citizens United held that restricting independent expenditures invalid under the First Amendment to the Constitution.

The Court also told us that disclosure permits citizens and shareholders to react to the speech of corporate entities in a proper and transparent way enabling the electorate to make informed decisions and give proper weight to different speakers and messages, thus, reaffirming the validity of disclosure requirements.

At the same time, the court upheld the validity of disclaimers. So, these are the two tools that the Court gave us to work with after Citizens United -- disclosure and disclaimers. Mr. Speaker, hidden money especially when it comes from sources outside of our state, has no place in our electoral process. This bill will help to shine a light on that money so that we know who is behind it and where it's coming from.
Some of the key elements of the bill include changes in reporting disclosure and disclaimer requirements for independent expenditures.

The bill expands the disclaimer requirements to cover all persons which is a broader definition than just entities. It makes changes to certain key definitions, particularly, contributions and expenditures. It also creates some new definitions, particularly covered transfers; it raises the limits on certain contributions from individuals and political committees and party committees; raises the aggregate limit on contributions an individual can make in a single election cycle.

It -- sorry. Mr. Speaker the Clerk has in his possession an Amendment, its LCO 8405. I would ask that the Clerk please call the Amendment and that I be granted leave to summarize.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila, could you clarify the LCO number?

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Sorry, Mr. Speaker, 8418.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:
Eight four one eight, thank you. Will the Clerk please call LCO number 8418, which will be designated House Amendment "A"?

THE CLERK:

Yes, Mr. Speaker. House Amendment "A", LCO 8418, introduced by Representative Jutila.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

The gentleman has as asked leave of the Chamber to summarize.

Is there objection? Is there objection?

Seeing, none, you may proceed with summarization, sir.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I got a little ahead of myself at the early hour here. Once again, to summarize some of the key elements, it changes reporting, disclosure and disclaimer requirements for independent expenditure, expands the disclaimer requirements to cover the broad definition of persons; it makes changes to certain definitions and adds an important new definition for covered transfers; raises the limits on certain contributions; authorizes candidate committees, other than those participating in the citizens election program to distribute surplus
funds to veterans organizations; it prohibits
individuals who have committed certain crimes that are
specified in the amendment from serving as campaign
treasurers or from applying for grants under the
citizens election program; it makes changes affecting
the member terms of the state election enforcement
commission including permitting members to be
reappointed for a second term; it increases the
maximum penalties for a failure to file independent
expenditures reports and knowing and willful campaign
finance violations; it allows additional citizens
elections program grants in the event of a tie in
primary or general election and makes certain
conforming and technical changes and I would urge
adoption.

SPEAKER SHARKEY

Question before the Chamber is adoption of House
Amendment "A". Will remark? Will you remark further?

The Distinguished Minority Leader, Representative
Cafero.

REP. CAFERO (142nd):

Thank you so much, Mr. Speaker. I have a few
questions to the proponent of the Amendment.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:
Please proceed, sir.

REP. CAFERO (142nd):

Thank you. First of all, through you, Mr. Speaker, I presume that the Amendment that's before us if adopted would become the bill, is that correct? Through you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, yes, it is a strike all Amendment.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Caffero.

REP. CAFERO (142nd):

Thank you so much, Mr. Speaker. Thank you, Representative Jutila. Ladies and Gentlemen of the Chamber, I have been blessed. Blessed to be a part of this General Assembly for now 21 years. And, in this Chamber over that period of time, I've seen a lot of history, been a part of a lot of history and that truly is for all of us, a privilege. And, it wasn't too long ago that we sat in this Chamber and we as a General Assembly, our predecessors as a legislature, claimed to make history.
We adopted what we called campaign finance reform. You see, we told the world on that day that we here in Connecticut want to do things differently. We had heard the complaints, the cynicism, the criticisms about our campaign system in America and in this state, that there was too much money, too much temptation for bad things to happen. There was too much negativity; people were sick and tired of turning on their television or opening their mailbox and hearing one candidate for public office bash yet another candidate for public office.

We were sick and tired of hearing about all the money that special interest groups could pour into campaigns and we in Connecticut were going to do it different. We in Connecticut were going to clean up our act. We were going to open the windows and let the sun shine in. We were going to allow the public to know those people who were running for office, those people who were seeking their vote, those people who hope to represent them in government at any level. We're doing so openly and honestly.

That's what our goal was and we passed a bill that claimed made history and here we are eight years later and in the dark of night, or I should say early
morning, we have another bill before us and here it is. A bill that has several sections to it; a bill that is several pages long, I think 98 pages to be exact; a bill that purports to do all the things the good Representative said it does in his summary and I think it's important that as we decide whether we'll vote for this bill or not, we know what's in it.

One of the things that I inquired about without LCO is how many sections of this bill actually had a public hearing. How many sections of this bill did we open up those windows to and let the public in to comment and I found out that 23 concepts, 23 concepts that are contained in this bill, never had a public hearing, never had a public hearing.

How many times have we heard as we go through our own elections or watch those on a national level or even a local level, that so many people, focus groups, our neighbors, our friends say, we're tired of all the negativity, we're tired of the bashing, I can't take another commercial, I don't want to see another mailer in my mailbox with the shady pictures and the negative attacks on one's opponent. To heck with you all, we heard our neighbors and family and friends say.
And, we were going to be different, here in Connecticut. In fact, one of the things we said that I actually was so proud of, was that if we here in Connecticut are going to be negative, if we're going to attack our opponent, then you candidate for public office got to own it. If you're going to do it, you got to stand by it, you got to say you paid for it, if you're going to have that negative ad against Joe Smith and say he or she is not good, they're wrong for Connecticut, they did X, Y and Z, at the end of your ad you're going to say this ad was a paid for and approved by Larry Cafero or fill in the blank.

We had a concept here in Connecticut that if you're going to go negative, you're going to own it. And, the theory was that when you had to put your name behind it, your own name as you yourself was running for office, maybe you would think twice before you perpetuated that negativity. It wasn't a bad idea -- in fact, a darn good idea.

Because, as we all know in our own campaigns or those that we've been involved in, when you have to put your name at the end of a negative ad, you're going to think twice about it. You're going to think twice about it. The reason I bring that up is, the
bill that's before us changes that concept. It changes that concept.

And, I want to call the Chambers attention to page six and seven of the bill, lines 173 to 178. You see, as we know in our current election laws, there are other organizations that are allowed to help us all when we run for public office. They're allowed to assist us with what we call organizational expenses. Oh, the republicans have our various pacts and organizations, as do the democrats here in the House and in the Senate.

And, these organizations were allowed to help us with organizational expenses. But, we said when we made history eight years ago, that those organizations could not, could not, go negative because we believed as a state once again, that if a candidate for public office chooses to go negative, he or she had to own it.

So, why do I call your attention to lines 173 through 178? Because, it changes the rule. It allows those very organizations, those organizations that can't be directly associated with a particular candidate. Maybe it's state central committee, republican or democrat; maybe it's the House
republicans or House democrat organization or Senate republican, or Senate democrat organization, that under current law cannot go negative.

They can only advocate or assist the candidate in their advocacy. We're now allowing them to expend funds for not only the success of a candidate, but for the defeat of another. We are allowing these organizations to go negative. We are saying that we no longer believe that if you're going to go negative, you got to stand behind it as a candidate.

Through you, Mr. Speaker to Representative Jutila, in the lines I am referring to 173 through 178, am I correct in reading and interpreting that section to mean that these organizations that I've referred to, would now be allowed to communicate on behalf of a candidate for their success or their defeat? Is that correct? Through you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, that is correct.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Cafero.

REP. CAFERO (142nd):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and gentlemen, that's a big change and I would suggest to you it's a broken promise. It's a broken promise. So, when we're out there on that campaign trail and we hear our friends and neighbors and relatives at the supermarket or the soccer game during especially that election season, complaining how their sick and tired of all the negativity, we've got to realize that if this bill passes, we contributed to that and we expanded that.

Ladies and gentlemen, one of the other things we did when we made history eight years ago was to say we were going to limit money in politics, that there was too much of it, that we didn't know where it came from, that we had to limit -- do you remember those debates, the hours of them? Oh, how good many felt about saying just that, too much money was special interests, we're going to limit it.

In fact, that was part of the crux or having campaign or public campaign money. It allowed us as candidates not to have to worry about going and raising a nickel or a dollar here and there. We could focus on the issues, said we. It was clean, it was right. I want to point your attention to page 28, line 858 and in that line we deal with contribution
limits to state parties, legislative caucuses and legislative pacts.

Other political pacts and unions -- I'm referring to section seven A of the amendment that's before us. Through you, Mr. Speaker to Representative Jutila, does that section increase the amount that can be contributed to those entities? Through you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, to the distinguished Minority Leader, yes, it does.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Cafero.

REP. CAFERO (142nd):

Thank you. Through you, Mr. Speaker, by how much does it allow that increase to take place?

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, in the case of contributions that are to the state central committee, it would increase from 5,000 to 10,000; in the case of
a town committee from 1,000 to 2,000 and in the case of a legislative caucus committee or legislative leadership committee from 1,000 to 2,000 and from other political committees from $750 to $1,000.

Through you.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Cafero.

REP. CAFERO (142nd):

Thank you. Through you, Mr. Speaker and with the exception of the last reference that you made, it seems to me that these contribution limits have doubled or increased in other words, by 100 percent. Is that accurate? Through you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, that is correct. I would also note that except in the case of the last one, they have not been increased since the 80's. Through you.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Cafero.

REP. CAFERO (142nd):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and gentlemen of the Chamber, I call your attention to section 28 A, B, C, and D, page 76, lines 2430 through 2461. In it, it talks about the fact that our state parties, both republican and democrat, currently can assist candidate committees such as those of us running for State Representative or those of us running for State Senator.

Right now it allows the state party to assist or contribute if you will, towards that candidacy in the case of a State Rep up to $3,500 and in the case of a State Senator, up to $10,000. Through you, Mr. Speaker, how would this amendment in those lines change the amounts of those contributions?

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, the contributions from the state central committee would not be limited. Through you.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Cafiero.

REP. CAFERO (142nd):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and gentlemen, when we made history eight years ago because we wanted to limited the amount of money in politics, the wisdom of this chamber was to put a cap on how much state central, both democrat and republican, could give to the races of State Representatives and State Senators. We set that cap at $3,500 for State Reps and $10,000 for State Senators.

The bill that's before us removes the cap. Anything goes, any amount. So, state central committees, the race begins, let the best party win. Let the best party who could raise the most money, go to it because now you have unlimited amounts of money that you can contribute to the races of your State Reps and State Senators. Another broken promise.

And, just to add insult to injury, on page 77, lines 2462 through 2470, all other entities that are able to make organizational expenditures with regard to the caps referred to, their amounts will be adjusted to increase with the CPI index. Ladies and gentlemen, throughout this document, the promises made eight years ago, the claims and pride that we took in limiting money in politics, in stopping negative ads, in stopping the potential for influence from outside
sources into our political process in Connecticut that put us above.

How many people claimed it put on their flyers and campaign paraphernalia that we pass the toughest, most honest, most open campaign laws in the United States of America, right here in Connecticut. Well, here's another date in history -- June 1, 2013, when many of those things that we did, we're undoing today.

I'm not so sure that the Citizen United case referenced by the good Chairman when he brought out this amendment is reason alone to break our promises made eight years ago. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Thank you, sir.

Do you care to remark further on House Amendment "A"?

Representative Hwang of the 134th, the distinguished Ranking Member of the GA Committee.

REP. HWANG (134th):

Thank you. Good morning, Mr. Chair and good morning to all. Through you, a couple of questions to the proponent of this bill?

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Please proceed, sir.
REP. HWANG (134th):

Thank you, thank you. To the good Chairman of GAE, I would like to begin because in just getting this document it forces me to go through a lot of the details and if the good Chair could indulge me, we'll go through a number of definitions. Could the good Chair explain to me the differences between business entity, entity and what the differences are between the two? Through you, Mr. Chair.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker. I want to make sure that we're being accurate and precise. Business entity is defined starting in line 58 as meaning the following, whether organized in or outside of the state, stock corporations, banks, insurance companies, business associations, bankers associations, insurance associations, trade or professional associations which receive funds from membership dues and other sources, partnerships, joint ventures, private foundations as defined in the Internal Revenue Code or any subsequent corresponding Internal Revenue Code from time to time, trusts or estates, corporations organized under
certain sections of our statutes and cooperatives and
any other association, organization or entity which is
engaged in the operation of a business or profit
making activity. Through you.

Actually, you wanted -- the good Representative
wanted to know as well, the comparison with the
definition of entity and entity means the following,
whether organized in this or any other state, an
organization, corporation whether for profit or not-
for-profit, cooperative association, limited
partnership, professional association, limited
liability company and limited liability partnership.
Entity includes any tax exempt organization under
Section 501C of the Internal Revenue Code or any
subsequent code as amended from time to time. Through
you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Hwang.

REP. HWANG (134th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker and I want to thank the
good Chair for his thorough reading of the statute.
But, could he explain to me the new addition of
whether for profit or not-for-profits -- what
motivated us to put that in there? Through you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, that was put in there to ensure that any entity would be covered under the disclosure and disclaimer requirements in the legislation. Through you.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Hwang.

REP. HWANG (134th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, what -- could the good Chair give me some examples of what Section 501C organization would be in our community? Through you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, it could be any variety of the social service agencies, for instance, that do such great work in our state and are organized as non-profits. It could be community charitable organizations. Any number of organizations that meet
the requirements of the Internal Revenue Code.

Through you.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Hwang.

REP. HWANG (134th):

Thank you, thank you. In addition to that, are there any organizations or entities, as you described, exempt from this statute? Through you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, it's a lengthy piece of legislation and I'm working from memory, but I believe we specifically exempt 501(c)4 organizations which are non-profits that are social welfare organizations because there is a federal statute that prohibits them from disclosing their donors. Through you.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Hwang.

REP. HWANG (134th):

Thank you. I want to compliment the good chair for his great memory. He is correct. Could the good Chair give me a comparison definition and defining and contrasting against organizational expenditures and in
line 611, independent expenditures versus in line 475, expenditures? I mean -- through you, Mr. Chair -- Mr. Speaker, and I'll give the good Chair some time, the differences between those three definitions and examples of that. Through you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Okay. Through you, Mr. Speaker, could the good Representative just repeat the three definitions that he's looking for a comparison of?

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Hwang.

REP. HWANG (134th):

Absolutely. Through you, Mr. Speaker, in line 153, organizational expenditure is cited; in line 611, independent expenditure is cited; and in line 475, expenditures by itself, is cited. These definitions have significant differentials and I'd like the good Chair, if he could help me explain through that. Through you, Mr. Chair -- Speaker.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):
Yes, through you, Mr. Speaker, an organizational expenditure is and expenditure by a party committee, legislative caucus committee or a leadership committee for the benefit of a candidate or a candidate committee. An independent expenditure, and I'm working from memory on this one, but it's any expenditure made to promote the success or defeat of a candidate that is not coordinated. And, the third one, through you, Mr. Speaker, I'm sorry, the third definition you were looking for sir?

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Hwang could you repeat your question?

REP. HWANG (134th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, line 475, expenditure by itself. Through you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Yes, through you, Mr. Speaker, yes, an expenditure -- there are several categories of expenditures, but it can be any purchase, payment, distribution, loan, advance, deposit, or gift of money or anything of value when made to promote the success
or defeat of any candidate seeking nomination for
election. It can also be any communication that
refers to one or more clearly identified candidates
and those are the two major categories. Through you.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

    Representative Hwang.

REP. HWANG (134th):

    Through you, Mr. Speaker, would the good Chair
agree that expenditures can be conducted by candidates
participating in the Citizens Elections Program and
that independent and organizational expenditures are
outside of the candidate's expenditure programs?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

    Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

    Through you, Mr. Speaker, yes, if I understand
that correctly, I would agree with that. Through you.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

    Representative Hwang.

REP. HWANG (134th):

    Through you, Mr. Speaker, so in the case of
organizational expenditures and independent
expenditures, are there explicit language prohibiting
coordination of expenditures? Through you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, yes, there -- in order for something to be an independent expenditure, it is prohibited that it be coordinated with any candidate or candidate committee.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Hwang.

REP. HWANG (134th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, in that case, in the past in the old statute, this new statute would actually replace that language and add to it, the component beginning on line 173 for organizational expenditures?

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, could the good Representative repeat the question, please?

SPEAKER SHARKEY:
Representative Hwang could you just repeat the question?

REP. HWANG (134th):

Absolutely, and thank you. Line 173, the beginning of line 173, that the communications that are made to promote the success or defeat of any candidates or slate of candidates seeking the nomination for elections for the purpose of aiding or promoting success or defeat of any candidate. Would that also include negative campaigning against said candidates? Through you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, I suppose that through the words promoting the success or defeat of a candidate that one could interpret that to make what is commonly called negative campaigning permissible. Through you.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Hwang.

REP. HWANG (134th):

Thank you. Through you, Mr. Speaker, I would like to give -- ask the good Chair to give me some
examples of what he would deem as negative campaigning. Through you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, I think that we probably all have an idea intuitively or instinctively what a negative campaign ad is and I guess I would give it a broad definition of just about anything that's not positive in promoting the candidacy. For instance, it could be issue oriented and focus on a candidate's record if the candidate is a current office holder, it could involve a personal attack on a candidate and things of that nature. Through you.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Hwang.

REP. HWANG (134th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, would the good Chair confirm that at current statute, that type of campaigning or initiative to the promotion or defeat of a candidate is prohibited under current statute? Through you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.
REP. JUTILA (37th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, the language in the current statute is more specific in terms of the specific things that are permitted through the use of an organizational expenditure and so, you know, one can read those requirements for an organizational expenditure and I guess reach your own conclusions about that. Through you.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Hwang.

REP. HWANG (134th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, and I appreciate the good Chair's answer and that is a focal point for a concern for me and I appreciate the good Chair's time and indulgence on that, but as I have heard is the fact that we are moving into a realm of using organizational expenditures and independent expenditures to the aid of campaigns and using means and processes that are negative in connotation to aid in campaigns and it raises a serious concern to me and I would like this Chamber to make note of that as we move it along.

And, I'd like to move on to line 201, the term solicit. That has been dramatically changed in this
statute. I'd like the good Chair to possibly define what that new meaning may mean and give us some very good examples to that. Through you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, would the changes that are proposed here in the amendment to the definition of solicit, we would be adding some specific criteria that would involve serving on the Committee that is hosting a fundraising event, introducing the candidate or making other public remarks at a fundraising event, being honored or otherwise recognized at a fundraising event. Those would now all be considered soliciting. However, we also added at the end that mere attendance at a fundraiser would not be soliciting. Through you.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Hwang.

REP. HWANG (134th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, is there anywhere in this amendment, any relations to state contractors that are currently doing work with the state to be able to solicit -- to be solicited. Through you, Mr. Speaker.
SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, no, there is no change in the restrictions on state contractors. Through you.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Hwang.

REP. HWANG (134th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, could the good speaker -- good Chair, explain the current prohibition in state contractor solicitation? Through you.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, under current law state contractors are prohibited from contributing to candidates and I believe to the political committees as well. Through you.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Hwang.

REP. HWANG (134th):

Thank you. I want to thank the good Chair for his explanation of that. Moving on to line 232, a
brand new category and definition is covered transfers. What does that mean? Could the good Chair explain and give us some good examples? Through you, Mr. Speaker

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Yes, through you, Mr. Speaker to the good Ranking Member, a covered transfer is any donation, transfer or payment of funds by a person to another person, if the person receiving the donation, transfer or payment, makes independent expenditures or transfers funds to another person who makes independent expenditures. So, what that means is, if one party is intending to make independent expenditures and another party makes a donation to that entity, then that would be a covered transfer under this legislation. Through you.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Hwang.

REP. HWANG (134th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, what type of organizations would be engaged in that covered transfer of funds? Through you, Mr. Speaker.
Representative Jutila.

Through you, Mr. Speaker, it could be an individual or an entity. Through you.

Representative Hwang.

Through you, Mr. Speaker, what organizations or entities would not be included in the covered transfer coverage? Through you, Mr. Speaker.

Representative Jutila.

Through you, Mr. Speaker, as a person is defined in the legislation very broadly, it would include a broad cross section of individuals and different types of entities including business entities. Through you.

Representative Hwang.

In line 247 -- through you, Mr. Speaker, in line 247, the exemption from the covered transfer, what
type of organizations would that be? Through you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, could I ask the good Representative to repeat the question and the lines?

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Hwang could you comply?

REP. HWANG (134th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, absolutely. Line 247, dues, fees or assessments that are transferred between affiliate entities. What would be an example of an organization? Through you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, I think there could be a number of examples. What comes to mind is a trade organization that has membership and collects dues or fees or assessments from its members. Through you.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Hwang.

REP. HWANG (134th):
Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Through you, on line 251, what would be affiliated mean and what organizations and examples would be covered by that? Through you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, that would be -- well, the term affiliated is defined as meaning the governing instrument of the entity, requires it to be bound by decisions of the other entity. So, it could, for instance, possibly be a corporation and subsidiary of the corporation, just as an example. Through you.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Hwang.

REP. HWANG (134th):

Thank you. And, that would be exempt under the covered transfer regulations? Through you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):
Through you, Mr. Speaker, no, the dues, fees or assessments would not be considered a covered transfer. Through you.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Hwang.

REP. HWANG (134th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, these organizations and entities that are excluded from the covered transfer, do they have disclosure requirements in this statute? Through you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, if the -- if the entity or the -- in this case we've been using the dues, fees and assessments as an example, fit within this definition of not being included as a covered transfer, then they would not be required to be disclosed. Through you.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Hwang.

REP. HWANG (134th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, and line 268, the definition of social media, could the good Chair give
us some examples of that and the rationale for the exclusion of that? Through you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, in this case -- well, social media means any electronic medium where users create and view user generated content, but here in line 268, that's simply the defined term, it's not one of the exceptions under covered transfer. Through you.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Hwang.

REP. HWANG (134th):

Thank you. Thank you. Through you, Mr. Speaker, on Section two in line 274, the term contributions has changed significantly. Could the good Chair give us examples of the change and what the current definition of this amendment would offer? Through you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):
Through you, Mr. Speaker, the only significant change in our statutes regarding the definition of contribution, is that in the portion having to do with gift subscriptions, loans and so forth, we have inserted the words to promote the success or defeat of any candidate. Through you.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Hwang.

REP. HWANG (134th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, I want to thank the good Chair for a lot of his time and effort and I would offer to this Chamber and it's been a long day, is the fact that we could go for a long time, going through the complexities and the defining terms of definitions and terms.

But, what I really want to be able to move forward and address is the fact that these are very complicated definitions. They encompass a wide range of coverage; they encompass a wide range of consequences and for us to engage in this debate when as the good Ranking -- the Minority Leader shared, that 26 of the sections of this statute -- this amendment, were not given a public hearing, is an
issue with transparency that is a major concern to me as we try to make the best law in this state.

So, I appreciate the good Chair's patience in going through the definitions and I truly do believe that we could have gone through this for another hour and I won't burden everybody with that. But, an example of that is, these are important questions that need to be asked. These are important questions that needed to be vetted and we have not been given enough of that time to do so.

And, so, I will move on from the definitions and I would like to ask the good Chair of the GAE again, in regards to the increases in contributions that this amendment would add to our campaign contributions. I'd like to ask the good Chair on Section 18, what the contribution limits are to pacts and party committees? Through you, Mr. Chair.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Through you, Mr. Speaker, I would ask the good Ranking Member if he could clarify the question? I'm not sure that Section
18 is relevant to the question or I may be misunderstanding it. Through you.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Hwang could you clarify?

REP. HWANG (134th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, I actually misstated -- it would actually be Section 17 in regards to what the amounts would be. Through you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, unless my eyes are getting tired at this early hour, I'm not seeing that in this section.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Hwang could you confirm or clarify?

REP. HWANG (134th):

Absolutely. Through you, Mr. Speaker, and this exchange actually brings to bear the complexity of this document, all of 90 plus pages of it and the short time that we have been given to review this, is the fact that in these critical, critical issues as it relates to campaign finance, that we are not given the
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appropriate time to review this to be able to have a better understanding of the implications of this.

as i shared before earlier, as we went through the definitions and how some of the substantive changes are not fully explained and vetted through, that we are making dramatic increases in contributions that have not been fully vetted through as well.

so, i would offer to ask that this bill and our engagement and exercise that we're engaging right now, really fully encompasses four things that sums up the whole presentation and the whole debate today, the fact that this bill decreases our campaign reporting and transparency just as evidence by our discussions as we've gone through, that we really don't fully understand all the details of this.

we have not been able to do our job as representatives and it is truly an injustice in some cases, of understanding that in campaign reporting and transparency has not been fully given the right time and space. and, i think the second part of it is the fact that we have also through this statute that has not again been fully vetted and fully explained, that we have actually eroded some election enforcement oversight over campaigns.
Again, mixed among all of this language at 2:00 o'clock at night, we are forced to evaluate and make a decision on significant consequential decisions that might erode our ability to govern campaign finance and we're doing it, we're doing it because we have decreased election enforcement.

And, the third thing that we'll say is the fact that this statute again, this amendment with a short span, with a lack of transparency, has also increased special interest in politics and that is something that we have a responsibility to keep a cap on, to keep an eye on.

And, also, I think as we mentioned earlier to allow organizational expenditures and independent expenditures to engage in negative campaigning, derogatory commentary, using money -- CEP money, citizens money, taxpayers money, organizational contribution money -- to engage in negative campaigning?

I think that is what is truly wrong with this statute as we begin this debate. Again, I would offer that when I ran as a candidate for the first time in this General Assembly in 2008, I was lured by the opportunity to participate in the Citizens Elections
program. A clean election that took out special interest money, that took out independent expenditures that were able to engage in negative campaigning. And, we were able to participate in the democratic process that allowed us to not chase after the money, but rather to engage in debates about the issues, to represent the interests in our community.

I'm extremely concerned that using the argument of Citizens United, that we are taking the adage that if we can't beat 'em, let's join 'em. Let's increase in the arms race of raising more and more money to engage in a political debate rather than limiting and evening the playing field to engage in a conversation that is much more relevant to the representation to the people that we serve than to chase after the special interest money and engaging campaigns.

I think we seem to be creating an environment that is inconsistent with representative government. We are representing the chase for money, rather than the constituents that we serve and I think this statute -- this amendment, this message of this bill, sends the wrong message to our community. We have one of the best clean election programs in this state -- in the country. But, for us to start dismantling it
for the sake of we have to beat 'em, we have to beat 'em -- we have to engage and compete against Citizens United, is inconsistent, inconsistent, with the ideas of being a representative government.

So, I would ask this Chamber as we engage in this debate to really re-explore why we began the Citizens Elections program and that these potential changes to create unintended consequences of being driven that money decides what we do in our governance rather than the ideals of representing our people. So, I thank you, Mr. Chair.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Thank you, sir.

Chamber will stand at ease.

(Chamber at ease)

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Thank you, sir.

Do you care to remark further? Do you care to remark further on House Amendment "A"?

If not, let me try your minds, all those in favor of House Amendment "A" -- all those in favor of House
Amendment "A", please signify by saying Aye -- I'm sorry --

REPRESENTATIVES:

Aye.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Those opposed, Nay.

REPRESENTATIVES:

Nay.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

The Chair is in doubt. The Chair is in doubt. Representative Jutila, for what reason do you rise?

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I'm not sure that I need to rise now, but I was trying to get the light lit up. I was going to ask if we could take the vote by roll?

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Thank you, sir.

I'm trying to be fair here, but it really -- from the Chair it seemed as though this was an equal -- I couldn't tell yeas versus nays. So, if that's the case, the Chair will call for a roll call vote unless there's anyone that would like to speak on -- further on House Amendment "A"?
All right. If not staff and guests to the well of the House, members take your seats, the machine will be open.

THE CLERK:

The House of Representative is voting by roll. The House of Representatives is voting by roll. Will members please come to the Chamber immediately?

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Have all the members voted? Have all the members voted? Will the members please check the board to make sure your vote is properly cast? If all the members have voted, the machine will be locked and the Clerk will take a tally.

Clerk please announce the tally.

THE CLERK:

House Bill 6580, Amendment "A".

Total number voting 129

Necessary for adoption 65

Those voting Yea 82

Those voting Nay 47
Those absent and not voting 21

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

The Amendment passes.

Do you care to remark further on the Bill as amended?

Representative O'Neill.

REP. O'NEILL (69th):

Yes, thank you, Mr. Speaker. A little while before we began this discussion of this bill, my wife texted me and asked what are you going to be doing and I was about to text back to her that we were going to be campaign finance reform. But, I realized as I was about to hit the buttons, that that simply wouldn't be true.

Because eight years ago we in fact did do campaign finance reform as most people understand that to be. And, so, what we're doing tonight is the exact opposite. And, she replied, well that's what Lender must have been talking about when he was on the McEnroe show. He was surprised that the legislators were not screaming about it. Well, tonight, Mr. Speaker, we are screaming about it. This legislation that is before us undoes what was the signal
achievement of the previous decade in terms of trying to change the campaign finance laws.

I remember sitting in Governor's Rell's office being persuaded by her to support the earliest version of this piece of legislation that we adopted in 2005 in her office, being persuaded that is was necessary to make these changes even though I had objections and concerns and worries about where it might lead, because it was necessary to try to get the money out of the politics, to try to clean up the situation.

And, I voted for that very first version of this piece of legislation that we eventually adopted. Subsequent versions, I had a harder time with and the main reason why I had a really hard time voting for the version that finally passes and became law, was that it contained a provision that I thought would always be a source of mischief. And, that was the provision for the leadership pacts. That was the provision that dealt with things like the state central committees and the town committees and the roles that they were to play.

But, especially the leadership pacts. That that left open a very big door for the kind of special interest money that we were supposed to be pushing out
of our political process. We were supposed to have that under some kind of control. The leadership pacts and the other party committees were going to have a limited role to play in the campaigns of the future. They would still exist, they would give people an opportunity to have some kind of input, for the leaders to have some capacity to have some sort of influence and to help legislators who couldn't otherwise get support because they were new people, new candidates, had problems of one sort or another. They were some sort of a balance to the system of the public financing.

And, it was limited. That was supposed to be the saving grace of this leadership pact as opposed to what we had had before when there were an almost unlimited number of political action committees controlled by legislators who would use those -- that control to help with campaigns and those committees which became a potential avenue for special interest money to work its way into the system.

The bill before us tonight as has been earlier surlier said, eliminates the limitations on these types of political action committees and on the party committees. And, what it does is, it opens wide a
huge door, a loop hole that you can drive tractor
trailer filled with money through and disburse that
money into political campaigns at the same time that
candidates are receiving the publicly funded program.
Now, this is something which I think at its core
undermines the essence of the political program -- of
the campaign finance reform program, that was enacted
eight years ago.

And, because I think it is something that we
should not do, I have an amendment, I hope the Clerk
has it as well, LCO 8456. If it is in possession of
the Clerk, I would hope that he would call and I be
given leave to summarize.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Will the Clerk please call LCO 8456, which will
be designated House Amendment "AB"?

THE CLERK:

House Amendment "B", LCO 8456, introduced by
Representative Hwang, et al.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Gentleman seeks leave of the Chamber to
summarize. Is there objection? Seeing none, you may
proceed with summarization, sir.

REP. O'NEILL (69th):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. What this amendment does is that it strikes out section 28 of what is now the underlying bill renumbers the remaining sections and internal references accordingly. And, in so doing, it eliminates the change in the process for the leadership pacts and the party committees; it turns back to the way they currently are under out existing law. And, if I may comment further? And, I urge adoption.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Question before the Chamber is adoption of House Amendment "B". Will you remark further, sir?

REP. O'NEILL (69th):

Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I would. During the course of the debate back in 2005, there was a discussion about this very subject of the role that the leadership pacts and the party committees were supposed to play. And, the question was raised by then Representative Hamsey, asking what the role of the town committees and the state central committees and their leadership pacts by extension were to play.

And, the response of the proponent of the bill, the leader of the effort to change our finance laws, campaign finance laws, Representative Caruso was --
through you, Madame Speaker, a state parties role
would be a percentage of the overall grant that would
be provided to a candidate. For example, in a state
representative race, the state party could provide 10
percent of the in-kind services to the individual
running in that race. In-kind services would be
described as voter filing assistance, polling, some
phone banking and things of that sort.

And, the question was further made, is that the
only role for the state parties? And, the response
was, through you, Madame Speaker, it was felt that it
would be improper for a party such as the democrat or
Republican Party, the major parties, from giving
financially to the candidates because again, we wanted
to keep this system tight and political parties
receive their money from individuals of special
interests.

So, in order to keep the special interest money
out of the campaign directly, we felt the in-kind
services or in-kind contributions would be the proper
way to do that. But, it was meant to also be a very
limited role, five or 10 percent of what the donations
made by the state elections enforcement commissioner
were going to give to the candidates.
The system that we're talking about tonight is going to be a hybrid where unlimited amounts of money virtually, are going to be spent by political committees to which special interest groups can and probably will contribute. It will be a vehicle for the reintroduction of the very special interest money that the public funding of campaigns was supposed to eliminate and it was supposed to make our system clean and tight and a model for the rest of the country in terms of changing the process of how we finance our campaigns.

The amendment before us restores the system, at least in its core concept that we enacted in 2005. It prevents us from going backwards to the situation that existing before 2005 with the special interest money flowing into the system. Now, we could argue about what that role was and how significant it was and the fact that most people were not affected by it, but critically special interest money could have an influence and in light of everything that's been happening, I think we have to say that it's quite possible, it's not a theory.

So, Mr. Speaker, I would urge the adoption of the amendment to restore the system, the preserve the
system that we so proudly hailed when we adopted it eight years ago. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

    Thank you, sir.

REP. O'NEILL (69th):

    Mr. Speaker, if I may also -- when the vote be taken, I would request that it be taken by roll.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

    Question before the Chamber is a roll call vote for this amendment.

    All those in favor, please indicate by saying aye.

REPRESENTATIVE:

    Aye.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

    Necessary 20 percent has been met. When the vote is taken on this amendment it will be taken by roll.

    Would you care to remark further on House Amendment "B"?

    Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

    Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and I thank the good Representative for his comments and for introducing the amendment. Mr. Speaker, I was here in 2005 when
we enacted the Citizens Election Program. It was my first year in the General Assembly. I was very proud to cast that vote and since the Citizens Election program was first implemented in the 2008 state elections, Connecticut has had the most rigorous public financing system in the nation.

I am proud of it and I think probably everyone in this room is proud of it. Unfortunately, Mr. Speaker, in the wake of the Citizens United decision, we need to take some steps to preserve and strengthen that system of public financing in Connecticut and unfortunately we are faced with unlimited amounts of money that can come from any and all directions and so we need to fight back and for that reason, Mr. Speaker, I believe that Section 28 is an important part of an important bill and I would urge my colleagues to reject this amendment.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Thank you, sir.

Do you care to remark further on House Amendment "B"? Do you care to remark further on House Amendment "B"?

If not staff and guests to the well of the House, members take your seats, the machine will be open.
The House of Representative is voting by roll.

The House of Representatives is voting by roll. Will members please report to the Chamber immediately?

**SPEAKER SHARKEY:**

Have all the members voted? Have all the members voted? Will the members please check the board to make sure your vote is properly cast? If all the members have voted, the machine will be locked and the Clerk will take a tally.

Clerk please announce the tally.

**THE CLERK:**

HB 6580, House "B".

Total number voting 129

Necessary for adoption 65

Those voting Yea 47

Those voting Nay 82

Those absent and not voting 21

**SPEAKER SHARKEY:**
The Amendment fails.

Do you care to remark further on the Bill as amended?

Representative Perillo of the 113th.

REP. PERILLO (113th):

Mr. Speaker, thank you very much. From, time to time the state elections enforcement folks look into mailers and other political paraphernalia that's used during campaigns and right now they're actually investing a mailer that was sent during the 2012 election cycle.

It was sent -- a negative mailer -- it was sent into a district that is a seat currently held by a friend of ours here in the Chamber, a real gentlemen in the Chamber, a very, very brilliant man, who I think I know we all respect very, very much. The mailer states that this individual voted against Jewish religious freedom. The mailer called this member of our Chamber, an anti-Semite.

It was paid for by this Representative's democratic town committee from his home town. So, I have a question, through you, Mr. Speaker, to the proponent of the bill. A question through you, sir.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:
Sorry, sir. Representative Jutila. I'm sorry, you may proceed with your question, I'm sorry.

REP. PERILLO (113th):

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. So, my question through you, Mr. Speaker, this mailer referring to a member of our Chamber as anti-Semite, sent by the democratic town committee, as I understand it in reading this bill, would now become legal, is that correct?

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Through you, Mr. Speaker, I don't want to make a judgment about the legality of it because of the particular content, but I think you know, if I can interpret the question as asking me if a piece that is negative in nature would be acceptable, then the answer would be yes, Mr. Speaker. Through you.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Representative Perillo.

REP. PERILLO (113th):

Thank you, Mr. Speaker and I thank the gentleman for his answer to the question, and, I think there's a problem with that answer. I believe the answer to be correct, but I think the fact that it is correct, is a
problem. Voters in Connecticut don't want more negative mail. They don't want it in their mailboxes, they don't want it on their TV screens, they don't want it on their radio. They're tired of it.

So, with that, Mr. Speaker, the Clerk is in possession of an amendment, LCO 8444. I ask that he please call that amendment and I be given leave of the Chamber to summarize.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Chamber will stand at ease for just a moment until we have the amendment.

(Chamber at ease)

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Will the Clerk please call LCO 8444, which will be designated House Amendment "C".

THE CLERK:

House Amendment "C", LCO 8444, introduced by Representative Hwang, et al.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Gentleman seeks leave of the Chamber to summarize. Is there objection? Is there objection? Seeing none, you may proceed with summarization, sir.
Mr. Speaker, thank you very much and the amendment's a very simple one. The bill as currently worded would allow negative mailers to be sent, negative communication in total to be sent by political committees.

This amendment would reverse that. This amendment would not permit political committees to send negative mail and other negative communications and I would move its adoption.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Question before the Chamber is adoption of House Amendment "C". Would you care to remark further, sir?

REP. PERILLO (113th):

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Very, very simply, if you believe the residents of Connecticut like negative mail, if you believe the resident's of Connecticut like to see it on their televisions, read it in their mailboxes, if you believe the residents of Connecticut want to hear individuals referred to as anti-Semites, bad human beings, then you vote no on the amendment.

But, if you think that people are tired of that, if you think people want honest, honest campaigns, that are run on the issues, then you vote yes. And, I
would urge adoption of the amendment and if I may speak, Mr. Speaker, I would ask that when the vote be taken, it be taken by roll.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Question is on a roll call vote. All those in favor of a roll call vote on this amendment, please signify by saying aye.

REPRESENTATIVES:

Aye.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Necessary 20 percent has been met. When the vote is taken on this amendment, it will be taken by roll. Would you care to remark further on House Amendment "C"?

Representative Jutila.

REP. JUTILA (37th):

Thank you, Mr. Speaker and I do thank the good Representative for his attention to the legislation and for expressing his concerns and I want to say that as someone who has run now five campaigns for the General Assembly, I have never myself personally, put out anything that could be remotely considered to be a negative ad and I can also say that I think I'm on good ground in speaking for the caucus here that no
one would condone the type of ad that the good Representative is using as the example.

That said, Mr. Speaker, again with the influx of unlimited amounts of outside money coming in and polluting our electoral process in Connecticut, that we need to have the tools to address that and disclosure and disclaimer are great tools and they take us a long way toward that, but we need to have the flexibility to respond if we're faced with that kind of negative advertising directed at us. So, with that Mr. Speaker, I would urge my colleagues to reject the amendment.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Thank you, sir. Do you care to remark further? Do you care to remark further on House Amendment "C"?

If not staff and guests to the well of the House, members take your seats, the machine will be open.

THE CLERK:

The House of Representative is voting by roll. The House of Representatives is voting by roll. Will members please report to the Chamber immediately?

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Have all the members voted? Have all the members voted? Will the members please check the board to
make sure your vote is properly cast? If all the
members have voted, the machine will be locked and the
Clerk will take a tally.

Clerk please announce the tally.

THE CLERK:

HB 6580, House "C".

Total number voting 128

Necessary for adoption 65

Those voting Yea 46

Those voting Nay 82

Those absent and not voting 22

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

The Amendment fails.

Do you care to remark? Would you care to remark
further on the Bill as amended? Would you care to
remark further on the bill as amended?

If not staff and guests to the well of the House,
member take your seats, the machine will be open.

THE CLERK:
The House of Representative is voting by roll.
The House of Representatives is voting by roll. Will members please return to the Chamber immediately?

**SPEAKER SHARKEY:**

Have all the members voted? Have all the members voted? Will the members please check the board to make sure your vote is properly cast? If all the members have voted, the machine will be locked and the Clerk will take a tally.

Clerk please announce the tally.

**THE CLERK:**

House Bill 6580, as Amended by House "A".

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number voting</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Necessary for adoption</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Those voting Yea</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Those voting Nay</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Those absent and not voting</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPEAKER SHARKEY:**

The bill as amended passes.
Are there any announcements or introductions?

Representative Noujaim.

REP. NOUJAIM (74th):

Good morning, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Good morning, sir.

REP. NOUJAIM (174th):

Mr. Speaker, for announcement for journal notation.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Please proceed, sir.

REP. NOUJAIM (174th):

Representative Molgano and Camillo missed votes due to illness; O'Dea, family business; Rebimbas, business in the district; Walko, business in the district; Floren, family business in the district; Hovey, legislative business in the district and Wood, legislative business in the district. Thank you, Mr. Speaker and drive safely.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Thank you, sir.

Representative Aresimowicz.

REP. ARESIMOWICZ (30th):
Yes, Mr. Speaker, good evening. Mr. Speaker, I move that we immediately transmit all bills acted upon today that are waiting further action in the Senate.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Question is on immediate transmittal to the Senate of all bills acted on today. Is there objection? Is there objection? So ordered.

Any other announcements or introductions?

Representative Clemons.

REP. CLEMONS

Mr. Speaker, for journal transcript and notation.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Please proceed, sir.

REP. CLEMONS:

For journal notation, Representatives Rose, illness; Albis, personal business; E. Ritter, family illness; O'Brien, illness; T. Backer, illness; Mikutel, illness; Clemons, family business; Hewett, family business; Boukas, illness. Transcript notation, legislative business outside of Chamber, Representatives Baram, Walker, Widlitz, Dillon, D'Agostino, Mushinsky, Berger, E. Santiago, Ayala, Kiner, Riley, Tong, Gentile, Guerrero, Morris, Fritz, Fleischmann, Urban, Steinberg, Serra, Genga, Rovero.
LEGISLATIVE BUSINESS IN THE DISTRICT, REPRESENTATIVES
MOUKAWSHER, STELLWORTH, LESSER, MCGEE, VERRENGIA,
PERONE.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Thank you, sir.

Further announcements or introductions?

If not, the Distinguished Majority Leader,
Representative Aresimowicz.

REP. ARESIMOWICZ (30th):

Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Mr. Speaker, we've concluded our business for today. We will be coming in today, so maybe we didn't conclude our business for today, seeing how it is already today, but we will be back here in a few short hours at 1:00 O'clock, so if we could return at 1:00 O'clock, we will continue on with business today. There being no further business on the Clerk's desk, Mr. Speaker, I move we adjourn subject to the call of Chair.

SPEAKER SHARKEY:

Question is on adjournment subject to the call of the Chair. Is there objection?

We stand adjourned subject to the call of the Chair.
On motion of Representative Aresimowicz of the 30th District, the House adjourned at 2:55 o'clock a.m., to meet again at the Call of the Chair.
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EXHIBIT B

Seeing no objection, so ordered, sir.

SENATOR LOONEY:

Thank you, Madam President.

Madam President, before calling the next item, would yield the floor to members for any announcements or points of personal privilege.

THE CHAIR:

Are there any announcements or points of personal privilege?

Seeing none, Senator Looney.

SENATOR LOONEY:

Thank you, Madam President.

Madam President, if the Clerk would call as the next item, the third order of the day, from Calendar page 24, Calendar 687, House Bill 6580.

THE CHAIR:

Mr. Clerk.

THE CLERK:

On page 24, Calendar 687, House Bill Number 6580, AN ACT CONCERNING DISCLOSURE OF INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES TO OTHER CAMPAIGN FINANCE LAWS AND ELECTION LAWS, Favorable Report of the Committee on Government Administration and Elections. There are amendments.

THE CHAIR:

Senator Musto. Good evening, sir.

SENATOR MUSTO:

Good evening, Madam President.
Madam President, I move the Joint Committee's Favorable Report and passage of the bill.

THE CHAIR:

The motion is on acceptance and passage.

Will you remark, sir?

SENATOR MUSTO:

Yes, Madam President. Thank you.

This bill comes to us from the House as an amalgamation of several bills that came out of GAE and some other ideas that came from other committees and other places.

It is a rather long bill. It has many sections at almost a hundred pages and it has been worked on for quite a while now. But the basic premise of this bill is that we need to know who's spending money in our state on elections and we need to be able to counter that spending on elections by outside groups.

In light of the Supreme Court precedent of Citizens United, which everyone in this Chamber is extremely familiar with at this point, the Supreme Court essentially said that money is speech and corporations can speak in political affairs and be permitted to use their resources to say whatever they want in political affairs in an unlimited fashion.

Also, other individuals can come into Connecticut -- and we've seen this happen at every level of government -- and try to push a particular agenda that may be coming from another state or another area in a local election or even in some national elections.

And so what we are trying to do with this bill, Madam President, is make sure that those people who are going to come into Connecticut and speak have two results. The first is that we know who they are, and that they have to disclose who is speaking, who is spending that money. Because the people of the State of Connecticut have the right to know who is trying to
influence them in one way or another. I don't think there's any question about that. I don't know if anybody would disagree with that.

And the other thing is that those of us, here in Connecticut, have the ability to defend ourselves from negative, false and specious attacks from outside the state. And for those reasons, this bills has many provisions in it that are -- some of which just comply with clarifications in election law, some of which have come from problems we found in other laws at different times, and some of which are directly related to those issues that we're discussing.

And so I'd like to go through some of the high points of this bill section by section. It may take a while, and I do apologize, but again, it is a long bill and I'm sure we're going to be discussing it at length this evening.

The first section is essentially definitional. It has some substantive changes that include allowing organizational expenses to promote the support or defeat of candidates. This is in compliance with some of the issues we've seen before.

It makes clear that mere attendance at a fundraiser is not solicitation of funds. This is an issue that's come from the SEEC to make sure that that's a clarification that we're all aware of. It defines covered transfers, as they're related to independent expenditures, and this is some of the issues that I was talking about previously with the expenditures that come as a result of Citizens United.

It defines party-building activities to make clear that things that parties do in order to strengthen the party and make a better platform, a more clear platform, are allowed. And it defines social media, which I think is just simply something whose time has come.

The second section regards contributions and the definition of contributions. It makes the most -- it makes mostly technical changes to clarify what are not contributions, including endorsements by other candidates where no money is passed, campaign
training, and those definitions about food at campaign
events where someone has a private event in their
home. Just clarifying those rules when more than one
person puts on a joint event.

And it also allows ad books for party committees,
although it does not change the amount of the ad books
that are currently allowed for every other committee.

Section 3 regards the definition of expenditures, and
they are mostly complying with changes made to the
contributions section so that if something is not a
contribution it is neither an expenditure.

Section 4 regards independent expenditures. And
again, this is something that we've been looking
closely at for some time. It limits the presumption
of those who have worked for other candidates -- or
excuse me -- it limits the presumption of what is a
coordinated expenditure, to really folks who have
worked for the candidate or for the candidate's
opponent.

It also states what are not coordinated expenditures.
For example, mere participation in membership parties
does not make an expense by someone in that party a
coordinated expense. And it also creates a firewall
so that people do have the ability to make independent
expenditures for things they believe in and speak.

Again, as long as they are disclosing to the people of
the State what is being said and who's saying it, but
merely having worked in a provision, as long as you
implement a firewall in accordance with federal law,
then those are not to be considered independent --
excuse me -- coordinated expenditures.

It allows leadership committee -- excuse me -- Section
6, we're moving on to -- allows leadership committees
to assist in party-building activities. And Section 7
increases the amounts that individuals may contribute
to parties. These amounts have not been increased in
some time.

Section 8 has new provisions regarding independent
expenditures. They create a long and short form
reporting so that we do not need to have the same
reports that other committees make, although those are also permitted, and requires disclosure of any covered transfers, so that again, the people of the State of Connecticut know who is speaking to them and how much money is coming into these races.

Section 9 regards disclaimers. And if -- if a statement is made within 90 days of an election, it does require that those disclaimers also include the name of the top five contributors to the person making the disclaimers within the past 12 months.

This is somewhat of a change from current law that they did not have any of these deadlines so the disclaimer language was somewhat unlimited. We're limiting it so that people know exactly when they have to disclose and giving people more direction in that matter. It also limits disclosures to the top five donors, as I said, within the 90 days. And these time limits, again, were not previously in the long.

Section 10 makes a fine larger for willful violations of this chapter. If someone decides to try to deceive the people of the State of the Connecticut, the fines are increased. So that this is no longer just a cost of doing business, but we hope a real disincentive.

Section 18 removes the limit on organizational contributions and makes it essentially the same as limits on other contributions.

Section 19 limits the amount someone can give to all candidates to $30,000 per year, so that nobody can just, unlimited -- there cannot be unlimited funding of a group of candidates, even by very wealthy contributors.

Section 25 prohibits those guilty of certain crimes from being campaign treasurers.

And Section 26 likely prohibits those guilty of certain crimes from getting public funding for their campaigns.

Section 27 requires that certain certifications be included in setting up committees and that -- including that penalties for prior violations have
been paid, and, again, that no one who has committed certain felonies is able to serve in those particular positions.

Section 28 indexes to the CPI organizational expenditures and does change organizational expenditure limits for party committees.

Section 32 allows CEP funds for adjourned primaries; in other words, if there's a tie and you need to refight the primary, other funds will be available to fight those primaries so that you will not take those candidates out of the CEP funds or force them to break any of those rules.

Section 36 makes clear that gifts do not mean expenses of a public official if it is for the lawful purposes of a party committee.

Section 37 allows public officials to serve on the SEEC.

And Section 38 limits cross endorsements to those parties showing significant public support, those who've gotten 15,000 votes in statewide offices prior.

Now, there are sections in this bill that I haven't said anything about. Those are mostly technical or conforming changes, although if there are some questions about those, I am, of course, happy to discuss them by looking at the language of the bill.

Mr. President, now that the dais has changed, it is a large bill. I do expect to be discussing it for some time, but the underlying function is clear. We need to make sure people understand what's going on in the State of Connecticut.

We need to make sure that people can respond to those kind of out-of-state attacks in the State of Connecticut. And we need to ensure that by doing this our democracy is kept public and open and that the free and fair exchange of information and ideas is maintained here in the State of Connecticut.

So with that, Mr. President, I would ask for the support of this bill and ask for this Circle to vote
in favor of it.

Thank you very much.

(Senator Duff in the Chair.)

THE CHAIR:

Thank you, Senator.

Senator Slossberg.

SENATOR SLOSSBERG:

Thank you, Mr. President.

Good evening, Mr. President.

THE CHAIR:

Good evening.

SENATOR SLOSSBERG:

I rise for a couple of questions for the proponent of the bill for the purpose of legislative intent.

THE CHAIR:

Please proceed.

SENATOR SLOSSBERG:

Thank you, Mr. President.

Yes, to the proponent. So the first question that I had was, there is an exception to the covered transfers regarding the ordinary course of trade or business.

Could you please explain what "donation" means in this, in this exemption?

THE CHAIR:
Senator Musto.

SENIOR MUSTO:

Yes. Thank you, Mr. President.

Through you.

What we're talking about here, Senator Slossberg, is really transfers from people to people in the ordinary course of business.

Now "person" under the statute is really defined as entities. It's more broad than persons, but we do use the word "person" as a short hand. So what we're talking about is really, in a business context something like, say, a pizza place, when someone would go into a pizza parlor and order a pie and just pay the restaurant for it. If that restaurant owner then goes, comes up to the Legislature and lobbies for a tax exemption, for either sales tax or machinery, equipment, property tax exemption for pizza ovens, we don't want their customers having been people making covered transfers just because they're paying for something, again, in the ordinary course of business.

In other words, if you have something that's given and received, as most people would think of a business -- a trade or business transaction, that's what we're we talking about here. The word "donation", in that context, is really meant to be inclusive of all transfers for this type of thing.

So a tip in the restaurant, for example, if you leave your server a tip or if you put money in the tip jar at the counter if it's a takeout, we're not -- we don't want to make those covered transfers all of the sudden.

I would also point out that there's another exemption, Section 2, immediately after that one, really makes clear that the donation aspect, when you're just talking about funding a party committee or funding someone who's going to make independent expenditures, that's really, again, what we're getting at. That's the essence of this bill.
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And if that exemption applied to mere donations then we wouldn't need this second exemption in that. It would be what we call mere surplusage, and that's clearly not the intent. So the intent is to make sure that if -- if you're buying paper or your buying a pizza or something like that -- that, in those kind of business transactions, those are not going to fall under our campaign finance laws. That's a business transaction, not something that -- that is, all of the sudden, a covered transfer.

Through you, Mr. President.

THE CHAIR:

Senator Slossberg.

SENATOR SLOSSBERG:

Yes, thank you, Mr. President and I thank the Senator for his answer.

In addition, I wanted to know there are exceptions to expenditures in lines 559 to 593. Do these exceptions have to be reported?

Through you, Mr. President.

THE CHAIR:

Senator Slossberg.

SENATOR SLOSSBERG:

Musto.

THE CHAIR:

Senator Musto.

SENATOR MUSTO:

Yes. Thank you, Mr. President.

Yes. I'm sorry. These do have to be reported. The exception -- or the exception to expenditures in this bill does not regard disclosures. We're not trying to
reduce disclosure, quite the contrary. We're just saying that these are not expenditures, so that -- for whatever other rule they might fall under.

Through you, Mr. President.

THE CHAIR:

Senator Slossberg.

SENATOR SLOSSBERG:

Yes, thank you, Mr. President.

So, as I understand, they do have to, in fact, be reported.

So -- and the next question I had for you was why are 501(c)(3)’s exempt from disclosure under this bill?

THE CHAIR:

Senator Musto.

SENATOR MUSTO:

Yes. Through you, Mr. President. Thank you.

They're not exempt from disclosure under the bill. They do have to disclose, unless they are making lawful transfers, because 501(c)(3)’s are not supposed to be engaging in political activities in the first place.

So as long as they are engaging in activities, they're allowed to under federal law, education, charitable expenditures, schools, churches, that sort of thing. We're not going to make them subject to our campaign laws either.

Now, if they do, as some have done in the past, engage in political activities, something that would be unlawful under the federal code for them to participate in, because again, these -- these entities are not supposed to be making political statements and funding ads for or against political candidates, then they would be subject to the reporting and disclosure
and penalties as well.

But, you know, we're not -- we're not trying to make entities who are otherwise just trying to do good works in our community -- we're not trying to burden them for -- you know, with -- with having to report something that -- that they would otherwise not have to report under federal law.

Through you, Mr. President.

THE CHAIR:

Senator Slossberg.

SENATOR SLOSSBERG:

Thank you.

Through you, Mr. President.

In addition, this legislation speaks about firewalls. And can you tell me under what circumstance would the firewall be an effective rebuttable -- rebut -- an effective rebuttal to the presumption?

SENATOR MUSTO:

Yeah.

THE CHAIR:

Senator Musto.

SENATOR MUSTO:

Sorry, Mr. President. Jumping the gun there a little there little.

Through you, Mr. President.

As a former chair of this committee, you're familiar with BCRA, I'm sure, the Bipartisan Reform Act. And what BCRA requires is really a written communication disseminated within the organization and given to the people who you might otherwise be working with. We're just really incorporating the federal laws into the
State of Connecticut.

So, for enforcement purposes, SEEC would be looking at those -- those issues under BCRA to make sure that the policy is -- is written. It's really a proof issue. The best way to do it is to make sure you write it down and disseminate it and -- and really implement it. So that it's not just somebody gets to get up and say, well, we just didn't talk about it. You really have to prove that there was a reason you didn't talk about it. You really have to follow federal law on that ground.

Through you, Mr. President.

THE CHAIR:

Senator Slossberg.

SENATOR SLOSSBERG:

Thank you. Thank you, Mr. President.

So that needs to be an active, written policy, as that's my understanding.

So I also wanted to know does the allowance of a segregated account for independent expenditures mean that political committees can have more than one bank account under this legislation?

THE CHAIR:

Senator Musto.

SENATOR MUSTO:

Thank you, Mr. President.

No. Through you to Senator Slossberg.

Political committees are still governed by other parts of statutes that are not being changed. This -- the fact that some independent expenditure accounts can be segregated has the purpose of allowing certain people to contribute to different organizations that they may have been contributing to before, like Chambers of
commerce, Rotary clubs, things like that, as long as those aren't being used for political activities.

Again, we're not trying to burden people who are just going about their business. What we're trying to do is make sure that people who are trying to hide their speech are -- do have to disclose. So political committees are only allowed to have one bank account. That is not going to change under this legislation.

Through you, Mr. President.

THE CHAIR:

Senator Slossberg.

SENATOR SLOSSBERG:

Thank you, Mr. President.

And finally, my last question is, why do we change the language for the purposes of influencing to promoting the success or defeat of any candidate in this bill?

THE CHAIR:

Senator Musto.

SENATOR MUSTO:

Yes. Thank you, Mr. President.

And through you to Senator Slossberg.

The reason for that is, again, federal law. Federal case law requires that -- or I shouldn't say requires -- federal case law has found the language that we're using in our statutes for the purposes of influencing to be too vague to be enforced.

And so we don't, again we don't want to subject our citizens or businesses, entities, whomever, to vague language and certainly don't want to violate federal law. So what we're doing is we're changing it to promoting the success or defeat of any candidate. And our language in this bill clarifies that standard in a way that we believe will be compliant with the federal
case law on this point.

And it's intended to encompass the things that federal case law specifically allows, which is to promote, attack, support, or oppose candidates. And so we're using language that we believe fits that standard, and would hope that SEEC -- that's the Election Enforcement Commission -- would comply with federal law -- I'm sure they would -- and apply that federal law and those standards when they are enforcing these -- this language.

Through you, Mr. President.

THE CHAIR:

Senator Slossberg.

SENATOR SLOSSBERG:

Thank you, Mr. President.

And I thank Senator Musto.

Those are all the questions I have for the good Senator. And just did want to rise in support of this piece of legislation.

You know, in the -- in the post -- post Citizens United world the landscape has changed dramatically and the most important thing that we can do and, in fact, in that decision the Supreme Court made very clear that we should be making sure that people disclose, that entities disclose their political speech.

Because the citizens who are listening and the voters who are out there need to know and be able to judge the credibility based on who is speaking. And if we do not have adequate disclosure laws, then the citizenry of our State doesn't know who is speaking to them and cannot judge that credibility.

Disclosure is paramount. And we must continue to be working as rigorously and vigorously as we can to require people to stand up and own their speech.
And for those reasons, I will be supporting this legislation this evening, and I thank Senator Musto for his good work on this piece of legislation.

Thank you, Mr. President.

THE CHAIR:

Thank you, Senator.

Senator McLachlan.

You got it there?

Senator McLachlan.

SENATOR McLACHLAN:

Thank you, Mr. President.

Campaign finance reform came to Connecticut in 2005, and was a very dramatic change in the way that political campaigns were conducted, state political campaigns, very specifically, those of statewide campaigns and legislative campaigns.

Those changes are being changed almost equally as dramatically with this bill before us tonight. Some would say, reading press reports over the last couple of days, that these are positive changes that are being proposed. Some would say that it is a rollback of many of the reform measures that were taken in 2005.

Governor Jodi Rell was very proud of the Citizen Election Program and a lot of the campaign finance reforms that were implemented in a bipartisan reform bill back in 2005. I fear that when the folks who worked so hard on that bill in 2005 see the results of this legislation before us tonight they're going to be very disappointed.

Now, Governor Malloy, in a recent story, after the House passed this bill, said since the U.S. Supreme Court has said we cannot limit independent expenditures, we can at least make sure that everyone knows where the money comes from.
Well, I'll get into more detail about why that comment doesn't make a lot of sense, because the reality is that, in some ways, we require further, newer disclosure but in other ways, we are creating a whole new animal of where's the money coming from?

Former State Senator Jonathan Harris said, unfortunately, that law also had the unintended consequence of severely hampering a political party's ability to help voters, activists and candidates organize and participate in the electoral process that's the heart of our democracy.

This bill helps solve that problem. I think when those who wrote the 2005 Campaign Finance Reform Bill see what's before us tonight and compare to what they had done in 2005, they will disagree with that last statement.

Another comment from the esteemed House ranking -- House cochair of the committee said, hidden money, especially when it comes from sources outside of our State, has no place in our electoral process. This bill will help to shine a light on that money so that we know who is behind it and where it's coming from.

Mr. President, those are nice comments to make. Those are good, positive, things to say about the proposed legislation. The problem is they're not true and here's why. This bill has so many new aspects to campaign finance rules in Connecticut that I'm wondering if we're creating a whole new legal practice for people to figure out how to get through the maze of Connecticut campaign finance laws.

In fact, if I knew of a good attorney who knew this bill and other campaign finance rules in the State of Connecticut, if I were to run for reelection, the first person I would hire for my campaign is a lawyer to make sure that we don't get stuck in a hiccupsomewhere.

What is a covered transfer? I don't know one legislator in this building -- there's 187 legislators -- and other than the chair of the committee's that took -- the cochairs of the committee
and perhaps the former chair of the committee, Senator Slossberg, can tell you what a covered transfer is and what the ramifications of that is. That's a whole new animal for this building. That's a whole new animal for campaign finance in Connecticut.

That there are actually political committees that don't have to register with the State Elections Enforcement Commission should have people take pause right there. If we're talking about full disclosure, why is it that there are organizations that are going to spend money in political campaigns that don't have to register with the State Elections Enforcement Commission?

This legislation authorized candidates -- authorizes candidate committees to reimburse each other for shared expenses. That's an unusual situation that was not allowed under the Citizen Election Program before.

The code of ethics is changed with this bill before us this evening. It creates a new gift exception that allows public officials to cover expenses incurred. Some of those expenses don't seem to be very clearly identified. Those expenses may be reimbursed and paid for by the public official's party committee. Now that would mean town committee or state central committee, I assume.

There is a call for this specifying that citizen election candidates can pay their treasurers from surplus funds. Now, if a campaign is contracted with someone to be their treasurer, which I did in -- in my previous reelection campaign -- we had an agreed-upon amount to handle the laborious process of adhering to all the requirements of reporting during the campaign over about seven months -- this allows them to get a thousand dollar bonus over and above whatever that agreement was. So if you have surplus, the treasurer can now have a bonus.

What are covered transfers? And then, what are the reports? I heard Senator Musto say something about tips in the jar and -- and that they're not trying to cover regular business expenses, but there are still very many questions about covered transfers. And I hope to get a more clear description of what they are
in our discussion this evening.

There's a major expansion of something known as party-building activity. Now, some of this is probably boring for a lot of people. But for those who are looking for all of the angles in the political process, this is really where the rubber hits the road.

We get into all the details of changes here, and when you add them up, it is a very dramatic change to how political campaigns can operate in the State of Connecticut, especially Citizen Election Program candidates. It's amazing how much more money can enter a Citizen Election Program campaign with the new rules before us today.

The bill expands the definition of permissible expenditures and, in a great way, that will bring in other party committees into the process that have not been involved very much in Citizen Election Program campaigns as it stands now.

This legislation expands the list of de minimus -- de minimus was sort of a new concept for me when I came to the Government Administration and Elections Committee, but de minimus activities include volunteer activities. But they go in to explain in detail the creation of digital photo or videos that are part of an electronic file. Some would say that's the chaser, for those of you that are familiar with campaign lingo. But chasers are paid, often well paid. They're not volunteers. And video production and photo production can often be a very expensive expenditure for a political campaign that can now be buried in de minimus activities.

The bill exempts from the definition of contribution and expenditures certain endorsement communications. That one is sort of an odd duck, but we can still have another exemption to the requirements.

The bill exempts from the definition of contributions office space, office equipment, that are provided by the political parties or legislative leadership, PACs. The cost of these items alone could easily exceed $10,000. That's 10 percent of the maximum amount
you're able to spend in a Citizen Election Program Senate campaign.

Mr. President, the bill specifies that communications by 501(c)(3) organizations are not considered expenditures. Now, this point was discussed briefly between Senator Musto and Senator Slossberg. I'm unclear why this is in the legislation when they already clarified that those are forbidden activities under federal IRS rules.

Organization expenditures is where one of my biggest problems with this bill is. Why is that? I employed organization expenditures in my campaigns. I think that's logical. The local Republican town committee was able to assist me a bit with space in the campaign headquarters, paying the light bill. But this exemption now allows state central committees to make unlimited organizational expenditures. That's not a good idea.

We have limits for state Senate campaigns of $10,000 from party committees, both state central and town committees, for organizational expenditures and $3500 max in a House campaign. The legislative caucus and leadership committees are also able to make those organizational expenditures in those amounts, but this bill lifts all of the cap on state central committees. That's not a good idea at all. And that's where people who are really concerned about clean elections ought to look first. That's a problem.

Another very major change, I believe, is in party candidate listings. In Section 1, that language changes very dramatically. An organizational expense in the past, little used, because it basically required that if you were going to do an organizational expense over and above your maximum limit expenditure in the Citizen Election Program and that organizational expenditure was being paid for by one of the permitted organizations, town committee, state party, caucus PAC, that it had to be a fairly basic, biography type of mail piece, a very simple process of campaign material, but it couldn't be a hit piece on the opponent. It had to be a very general biography type piece. That's all been lifted.
Now what we have, by way of organizational expenditures under this bill, state central committees with unlimited funds that they can put into the campaign, and now, with this -- this ban previously under the listings rule, we have a negative ad bonanza because there's no limit on what they can do and say.

Yes, there's disclosure who paid for it, but now we're talking about unlimited funds available to come out of state central committee's dumped into one of these Citizen Election Program campaigns and go clobber the opponent. That's not what this program was about when it was designed.

And let's face it, the limits that were already in place were still a bus-sized loophole. Now I'll just use my campaign as an example. There are other Senate districts that are larger, but I'll use mine as an example.

Senator Boucher I think has seven towns. Mine is four, so that's four town committees times $10,000, is $40,000 if each of those town committees choose to participate in my campaign. In your case, it would be $70,000 that could be added to your campaign. Now that's over and above the maximum allowed to spend in the campaign under the Citizen Election Program of just over a hundred thousand dollars.

But now we also have the legislative PACs that can participate at $10,000, and the state central committee currently with a limit of $10,000. So in the case of my campaign, my roughly hundred thousand dollar campaign budget, as a volunteer -- voluntary Citizen Election Program candidate, I'm limited to spend about a hundred thousand dollars. I can increase that budget by over 60 percent by taking advantage of the existing bus-sized loopholes in the current law.

Now, I've never done that, but I could have done that and could have my opponent have done that. But now we're talking about that bus-sized loophole now having an aircraft-carrier-sized loophole. Why? Because if the state central committees maximum donations are increased from 5,000 to 10,000 dollars -- which I was not totally against in committee knowing that we had
certain limitations in campaign expenditures that would make sense, but now I'm not in favor of that, because I believe that what was once a very limited campaign process under the Citizen Election Program, now when you have this extra element involved in the process without limit, I think what we're really looking at is something very different.

And what it could mean, frankly, is some people would say buckets of money coming into campaigns. I think there's a bulldozer coming through. I think that if the maximum donation to the state central committee is $10,000, and someone is really working the system hard, which a gubernatorial incumbent should probably be doing right now, if they're doing their job and doing their party building and out there raising money, then an awful lot of money can go through the state central committee into all the Citizen Election Program campaigns, than far exceed these limits that were previously in place.

I don't think that's a good idea. I think that that's why the people who wrote the 2005 law would be very upset with this bill. I think that the change in the tight limitation in what those organizational expenditures could be, by way of communication, going from a tight biographical type listing, to now no-holds-barred negative advertising, go hit the opponent, that is not what was considered clean elections, when piles and piles of money can come in from the other organizations, especially the unlimited version, from state central committees.

Now why am I opposing that? My state central committee might be able to help me just as much as they could help my opponent on the other side of the aisle, or a minor party candidate, perhaps. In my case, I made a decision to participate in the Citizen Election Program for a reason, reluctantly.

The way the law is set up in Connecticut it makes no sense whatsoever for a candidate to run outside the Citizen Election Program for the office of State Senate, in my opinion. It makes no sense to do that. Because if you -- because of your belief that it shouldn't be taxpayer-funded -- say, okay, I'm just going to go raise my own money, and you go convince
your friends and family and supporters that you need $110,000 to run for the State Senate, your friends and family are going to wonder why the person you're running against has to raise 15 percent of that and the rest of it comes from taxpayer money.

So why would you do that? It's a disincetive for you to fund yourself through your own supporters' contributions. And so the system is designed, some would say very well, to encourage people to participate. And not only if you participate in the program, if you work hard at it, you can find other resources available to you under the current limits available. But ladies and gentlemen, what we have before us tonight is a no-holds-barred, open up the spigot, dump in all the negative advertising cash you can get your hands on, and that is not the Citizen Election Program.

So if you're going to do that, well, then kill the Citizen Election Program. Just shut it down. Give all that money back to the taxpayers. By the way, that is taxpayer money. You know, we talk about, oh, it's not taxes, it's escheated funds. And baloney. That's taxpayer money. Go put that money back in that trust fund.

So if you're going to kill the Citizen Election Program by not making it purer, the way everybody wants to claim it is, then just shut it down.

The independent expenditures as opposed to organizational expenditures is a whole different animal. Now, everybody talks about Citizen United. And I've had many conversations with legislators in this building that sometimes they seem like they're shaking in their boots about Citizen United. And, you know, these gorillas are coming to town and, you know, we heard stories about the Carolinas and how some legislative races down there went awry for some candidates because of independent expenditures. Listen, that -- that is the first amendment. People are allowed to speak up when they want to, even in a taxpayer-funded campaign.

But what I don't understand about these comments that I opened my -- my remarks this evening with, that this
is sunlight on the process, that disclosure is good, that Citizen United has created all these challenges, and this evil money is coming in from all over the place, and -- the ironic part about this legislation is it doesn't meet the goal of what those kind of comments are.

Why? Because in the independent expenditure sections of this legislation, which are quite extensive, when you look at the whole bill, a lot of the bill is taken up by independent expenditures and how they're treated and how their reporting requirements are handled and all of those things. The independent expenditures here seem to create a whole new animal that Connecticut politics has, frankly, never seen before.

Now, the last statewide campaign had this interesting political action committee that shook up a few Senate campaigns. And I could see why people were concerned about that. It is a First Amendment right, that they do that, but I'll grant you that should be full disclosure. If someone is going to spend money and run TV ads, we should know who is spending the money and where the money came from.

But the independent expenditure structure that's in this bill, I don't think it's just simple disclosure. I think, in a lot of cases, that this transfer stuff, these transfers that are talked about in the process, allows people to do just the opposite, to create an independent expenditure organization and spend a whole bunch of money and really never tell anybody where that money came from. Why? Well, because there's exemptions.

You see, if you have over a hundred donors you get one level of exemptions. If you only collect money from people for under $5,000, you get another exemption. So here's an idea. You set up an independent expenditure organization and you go collect 99 or a hundred donors, whatever it is, at $4999 and you've got a whole bunch of money to spend, but you're at a different level of disclosure requirements than others. Why? Why would you do that? Why is there this unusual process of disclosures for independent expenditures?
And then there's committees that make only independent expenditures. They have -- they seem to have unlimited expenditures that don't have to register with the SEEC that I mentioned before, and they can accept unlimited covered transfers.

Are you getting the message yet? Am I posing enough questions that say, why isn't this clear as a bell?

It has been worked on for a long time. Some of the contents of this bill, I voted on as the ranking member of Government Administration and Elections in other bills.

I believe Senator Musto is correct in stating it's a -- it's a conglomeration of -- of many bills brought together. The problem is that the lion's share of the content of this bill came out of somebody's back pocket in a back room long after the JF deadline of the Government Administration and Elections Committee and we never talked about it.

Now, some might say it's a good idea, but nobody has been given the opportunity, including the experts in elections enforcement have been given the opportunity to really chime in on what is the impact of this legislation before us.

Covered transfers, a person must disclose the source and the amount of every -- of any covered transfer of $5,000 or more. So there's one of those exceptions I was talking about. The disclosure requirement does not apply to any person that discloses the source and amount of such covered transfer in a report it files with the FEC or the IRS. So now we're talking about -- to really figure out where the money is coming from, you've got to go to Washington and two federal agencies to figure out where the money is coming from.

Do we have a clear understanding about what rebuttable presumption means with independent expenditures? No. There were two questions I believe related to that by Senator Slossberg to Senator Musto to try and get some legislative intent in that matter. But I must tell you that the lawyers that I've asked to look at this, and I believe the SEEC are still scratching their head
on what's the impact of this legislation.

So if the people in the business of enforcing elections, and in one case, defending election law, don't understand what's before us, where did it come from? That's my point.

It was never in the public hearing process in this legislative session and it doesn't belong before us tonight when we don't know what the impact is going to be.

Another exception to the bill prohibits disclosing the name of any person that made a covered transfer to a 501(c)(4) organization. Now we're talking about disclosure challenges that are related to federal law. But it's my understanding that it's federal law that determines whether or not someone can participate in a political activity if you're a nonprofit organization and not state law. So if it's federal law that prohibits those organizations, the (c)(3)s the (c)(4)s from direct political campaign involvement, why are we talking about them in this bill?

Back to the increased limits. Three sections of this bill address the increases, but here's one that was sort of peppered over in the summary earlier this evening, in that the maximum that an individual can contribute in one election cycle to the different campaigns is $15,000.

Now, that makes perfect sense to me because it seems that, you know, we don't want someone dumping a whole bunch of money into a campaign cycle and expecting some type of return on their investment on election day. So we limit an individual to $15,000. It's being doubled to 30,000.

Now, if you're talking about Citizen Election Program candidates, $30,000 divided by a hundred dollars maximum campaign donation touches an awful lot of campaigns. But if you're talking about the increase in the maximum contribution to state central committee from 5,000 to 10,000 dollars, and from a thousand to 2,000 dollars on town committees and other PACs, this individual can certainly make a mark in the campaign cycle with that kind of an increase in the maximum
amount.

I want to return just for a moment to the code of ethics. I mentioned briefly before that the bill exempts from the definition of gift under the State Code of Ethics a public official's expenses paid by the party committee.

Quote, for accomplishing the committee's lawful purposes. What are we talking about? Now I've attended some legislative conferences. In a couple of cases they were paid for by the organization and they're disclosed on my ethics forms. But now we're going to have campaign contributions go to party committees and PACs and they're going to pay operating expenses of the Senate office that isn't allowed to be paid for by taxpayer dollars. What is this?

Shouldn't we really be thinking twice about this kind of stuff? Haven't there been recent situations in this Circle where expenditures were questioned? Shouldn't we not step down that road? Why are we asking for more questions? Just don't do it. Just don't do it and then you don't have to answer the questions because it's forbidden. It's easier that way. It's easier and it's cleaner.

Ladies and gentlemen, this is -- this is not a good day, I don't think, for campaign law in the State of Connecticut. I beg to differ and respectfully disagree, I'm afraid, with claims that this is shedding light on the campaign process in Connecticut, on the contrary.

With one hand, you require more disclosure. With two other hands, one out here and one behind your back, you're looking for more money, less oversight, more ability to run negative campaigning, and this is the wrong way to go.

Mr. President, I urge the members of this Circle to reconsider this as being the appropriate way to handle campaign finance in the State of Connecticut. We really should table this for the next legislative session and let us have a full hearing on the impact of this proposal and then bring it back for a vote.
If you want sunlight, give it a public hearing
sunlight, not a midnight vote.

I urge rejection of this bill.

Thank you, Mr. President.

THE CHAIR:

Thank you, Senator.

Senator Markley.

SENATOR MARKLEY:

Thank you, Mr. President.

I could pick up exactly where Senator McLachlan left
off, at least in terms of seconding his notion that
what should be done with this bill is that it should
be tabled.

I spoke earlier this evening about our tendency to
rush forward with legislation without giving people a
chance to comment on it, without giving ourselves a
chance to absorb or digest what's before us. And I
think this is another very painful example of that
tendency, and a particularly pernicious one, in that
it touches on the integrity of the elections system,
something that I think we all feel a great need
protect -- all of something that certainly touches on
all of us in this room. I don't even mean just those
of us sitting around in this Circle, but everybody
who's involved in this business.

And here we have a proposal that again has emerged
very late in the process, insofar as there was
examination given. It was given to a very different
proposal that, in many ways, had very different aims.
And I think that we're making a great mistake by going
forward with it, and yet here we are with it this
evening.

And I guess I would start by doing something I've
never had the opportunity to do before, which is ask a
few questions of my friend, Senator Musto. Although
he was my chair over the last -- in the last term, I
don't think we ever reached the point of going over a bill together.

And I'm afraid in this case I'm going to be asking in a state of greater ignorance and more profound opposition than would have been the case if we were talking about human services bills last year or the year before.

But through you, Mr. President, if I may put a couple of questions to Senator Musto.

THE CHAIR:

Please proceed, sir.

SENATOR MARKLEY:

There was conversation about, in the original form of this bill, to make changes in the functioning of minor parties, of third parties, whatever you would want to call them. This bill makes some fairly modest changes, but I'm still curious about -- about them and I want to make sure I understand them correctly.

For instance, one of them is -- and if I may find it here in this analysis, which is long enough -- that on a party endorsement for the municipal office of State Senator or State Representative, which is to say in a one -- in a district which is wholly within a single municipality -- I think that only applies, in fact, currently, to a State Representative district -- that that endorsement is valid only if the candidate's name appears on the party's last completed enrollment list within the district.

Am I correct, then, in saying that, in these districts, a party could not endorse a candidate who is not a member of their party -- couldn't endorse an unaffiliated voter, for instance. And that, effectively, no party can perform a cross endorsement because no elector could be a member of more than one party? Is my understanding of that correct?

Through you, Mr. President.

THE CHAIR:
Senator Musto.

SENATOR MUSTO:

Yes. Thank you, Mr. President.

I believe that is correct for those offices, yes, and in primaries, party primaries, not general elections.

SENATOR MARKLEY:

It -- that applies to a primary --

THE CHAIR:

Senator Markley.

SENATOR MARKLEY:

My apologies, Mr. President.

That applies to a primary only then. Is that correct, not to the general election?

THE CHAIR:

Senator Musto.

SENATOR MUSTO:

Yes. Thank you, Mr. President.

Through you to Senator Markley.

I believe you're looking at Sections 38 and 39 of the bill. And it says, in those sections, that we are talking about primaries.

THE CHAIR:

Senator Markley.

SENATOR MARKLEY:

Thank you, Mr. President and thank you, Senator Musto.
May I follow up by asking that, for clarification then, that does not apply to legislative districts which cover more than one town. Am I correct about that?

Through you.

THE CHAIR:

Senator Musto.

SENATOR MUSTO:

Thank you, Mr. President.

Through you.

That's correct. And -- and we don't have any Senate districts like that anymore. We used to, but we do have some State Rep, several State Rep districts like that.

So if in the future, when we redistrict every ten years, if there should be another Senate district that is coterminous or included completely within the bounds of a municipality, then it would apply there as well. But, at this point, it doesn't just because we don't have any.

But you are correct.

Through you, Mr. President.

THE CHAIR:

Senator Markley.

SENATOR MARKLEY:

Thank you, Mr. President.

If I may ask the general question then, and I ask it in innocence -- through you Mr. President -- what is the rationale for that, for the distinction between legislative districts which are within one town versus multi-town legislative districts?
THE CHAIR:

Senator Musto.

SENATOR MUSTO:

Thank you, Mr. President.

And through you to Senator Markley.

First of all, I think I might have misspoke in on the -- I misspoke on the section number. I was trying to find the section number. I just looked at the wrong section, so I may have to -- I do have to revise that. It was Section 20, I believe that we're talking about.

And the rationale for that is just -- it is -- it's an interdistrict issue. It's just a municipal district issue. It's really related to the municipality more than the surrounding area. So the fact that you may have different towns or different cities in a district, you know, we're looking at that just a little bit differently.

Because when you cross town borders there may be different issues in different towns, whereas when you have a municipal issue for a municipal State Senator or Representative, much like a municipal government which this section also relates to -- although I believe that's current law -- then we're just looking at that as just sort of isolation, rather than saying for statewide for elections, for example, or any other elections.

And again, this is -- this is for party primaries. This is when the party itself is endorsing someone. So there's -- what is the rationale for that? It's really just giving the local -- the local party, because it is an intra-town party rather than a multi-town party, a little bit more leeway, I guess, to -- or a little more, not -- "leeway" is the wrong word -- but a little more control, I think, over the process as it is just a single town.

Through you, Mr. President.

THE CHAIR:
SENATOR MARKLEY:

Thank you.

Thank you, Senator Musto.

Continuing on that question of endorsements, Section 38 and 39 cover cross endorsements. And it's the -- I'm looking at the OLR explanation, I have to admit, and not at -- at the bill itself.

It says that a candidate is prohibited from being cross endorsed by a major or a minor party unless a candidate for statewide office belonging to the endorsing party received at least 15,000 votes in the previous state election. And those statewide officers are, according to the report, limited to the constitutional officers. It doesn't include the U.S. Senate candidate.

That -- that applies regardless of -- I guess I'll start with this question.

Through you, Mr. President.

Does that apply regardless of the previous ballot status of the minor party in the legislative district; in other words, if a minor party had cross endorsed a candidate or fielded a candidate who currently -- who received 1 percent or more of the vote in the legislative election, there was automatic ballot status again for that party.

In this case, even if their candidate received across that threshold, but there had not been a statewide constitutional officer that got 15,000 votes, the party would no longer be entitled, in that district, to cross endorse?

Through you, Mr. President.

THE CHAIR:

Senator Musto.
SENATOR MUSTO:

Yes. Thank you.

Through you, Mr. President.

That's correct, Senator Markley.

THE CHAIR:

Senator Markley.

SENATOR MARKLEY:

Well, if I may return to my previous question, through you, Mr. President, I'd ask what the rationale is for that change?

THE CHAIR:

Senator Musto.

SENATOR MUSTO:

Thank you, Mr. President.

Through you to Senator Markley.

The rationale for the changes is -- is sort of the same rationale that we have for the Citizens Election Program itself, which is significant public support.

If you're going -- the party will not lose the line. The party can still put up their own candidate and with the same rules. Those do not change. The issue of cross endorsement, really, is to say, if you're going to be putting up someone other than your own candidate, someone from outside your own party, you should really be able to have enough public support to really make those cross endorsements.

You know, the -- it -- it really just has to do with saying, we want to make sure that people who are going to be speaking, cross endorsing, if you're going to add that kind of ballot issue, where the person is on multiple lines, that that party have the kind of
support from the public for that line itself.

Because, again, we're trying with -- the whole issue of cross endorsements that came up is party -- is ballot confusion and confusion of the candidates. Most states in the United States, 45 don't allow cross endorsements of any kind. Of the five that remain, two of them have what we call a "fusion ballot" which is sort of a Vermont ballot -- or shorthand for it -- and we've been using around here -- which has the candidate name and then the parties that endorse them underneath.

So what we were trying to do initially with the issue of cross endorsements is prevent people from saying, we're voting for a party. We're voting for a person, is really the way it should be. Right? You're voting for Senator Markley. Or you're voting for Senator Musto. Or you're voting against Senator Markley. Or against Senator Musto.

On our ballot, you really have a party vote. And so what we're trying to say is, if you have these issues, if you have an issue of cross endorsement, then you should really have enough people in your party, enough support for your party, that you're still supporting a person, and to prevent that kind of voter confusion where the name appears several times on the ballot, which, you know, sometimes people vote multiple times for the same candidate or they don't know who they're voting for and what line. That was the impetus of that and this language is sort of the genesis -- or I shouldn't say the genesis -- it's really the result of that genesis of that conversation.

Through you, Mr. President.

THE CHAIR:

Senator Markley.

SENATOR MARKLEY:

Thank you, Mr. President.

Thank you, Senator Musto, for the -- for the answer.
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I -- I guess I would pursue that just a little bit by asking, through you, Mr. President, to Senator Musto, because you had a hearing on the committee -- which I'm not a member -- of -- of a bill which dealt with this question of cross endorsement, although not in the -- in the form in which it now stands before it, did you hear evidence on the committee of voter confusion that led you to feel that we needed to go forward with a change like this?

Through you.

THE CHAIR:

Senator Musto.

SENATOR MUSTO:

Yes. Thank you.

Through you to Senator Markley.

I cannot point you to any specific testimony, if that's your question. As far as voter confusion, we did certainly hear about it in the committee and we did discuss it in the committee.

There was also the issue of the use of different party names that came up, which is not in this bill, but that was -- again, the public hearing process, as you know, is one where sometimes the bill that is set out for public debate, you get comments from other people who talk about other things. And so ideas get generated in the public hearing, which I think is one of the benefits of having the public hearing, is the things that legislators did not think of related to a bill do get raised by -- by other people.

So, yes, I mean, voter confusion was one of the issues that we discussed in committee.

Through you, Mr. President.

THE CHAIR:

Senator Markley.
SENATOR MARKLEY:

Thank you very much, Mr. President.

Thank you, Senator Musto.

Let me ask you about a different aspect of this which is the ad books. And my apologies if this came up. I was out of the Chamber while Senator McLachlan was discussing the issue earlier.

As I -- if -- if I recall correctly -- and I have to say this campaign law is confusing stuff even when you've dealt with it for many years. Maybe it gets more confusing with the years because it's not necessarily the same from year to year.

But through you, Mr. President.

Am I correct that under current law only town committees are allowed to do ad books?

THE CHAIR:

Senator Musto.

SENATOR MUSTO:

Through you, Mr. President.

I'm not sure if it's limited just to town committees. But certainly, under current law, town committees are permitted to do ad books.

This is something to go back to your last question, and your current question, really, regarding whether Senator McLachlan brought this up, this is something that was supported in committee and we did specifically discuss this in committee, the ad books for the state parties.

And really the rationale behind it, as maybe your next question I'll anticipate a little bit, is that it just seemed, simply, a little bit unfair to prevent state parties from having ad books when others could. And that was one of the things that did come out of committee, I think, perhaps practically unanimously.
That -- that one issue I do specifically remember was supported and that was the rationale for it.

Through you, Mr. President.

SENATOR MARKLEY:

Thank you.

THE CHAIR:

Senator Markley.

SENATOR MARKLEY:

Thank you.

And thank you, Senator Musto.

And thank you for including the rationale, which I am always interested in. Do I then -- so is this -- this bill would make town committees, state central committee, candidate committees, and -- and political committees -- again, looking at the OLR summary it looks like, aside from an exploratory committee, any other group of that sort would be entitled to use an ad book.

And I guess I would -- if I am correct about that, I guess I would follow up by asking what the impact of the ad book revenue would be on a candidate who was participating in the Citizens Election Program?

Through you, Mr. President.

THE CHAIR:

Senator Musto.

SENATOR MUSTO:

Thank you, Mr. President.

Through you.

The -- the last part of your question, first. It makes no difference. CP candidates cannot do that.
Under -- under current law and under this bill, should it pass, CP candidates are prohibited from ad books. But it -- again, as you point out, there are other organizations that can do this. It really just adds state parties. So you're correct as to the rest of your statements.

Through you, Mr. President.

THE CHAIR:

Senator Markley.

SENATOR MARKLEY:

Thank you, Mr. President.

In Section 3 there's a discussion of expenses up to $200 that the bill exempts as an expenditure, expenses up to $200 in the aggregate that a human being acting alone incurs to benefit a candidate in any single election.

So would that mean that multiple people could make expenditures of up to $200 without having to report anything, without providing any proof or any receipts in support of a campaign? And if so, are there any limits to what that could be spent on or any notion of how that might be monitored?

Through you, Mr. President.

THE CHAIR:

Senator Musto.

SENATOR MUSTO:

Yes. Thank you.

Through you, Mr. President.

That -- that does come, again, from federal court precedent that there has to be a de minimus exception for, I think, it was Mrs. McGillicuddy was the example from federal -- I don't remember the name exactly -- but there was some de minimus exception that had to be
allowed in federal law so that everything doesn't constitute coordination. And it's really an issue of coordination.

So what we are talking about is just saying that just because someone calls up the campaign and says, hey, I'm going to go put -- I'm going to spend 150 bucks on some flyers and put them on the -- on the cars at the train station on the way home, so that people can see, you know, support Markley, that kind of thing, that that's not going to automatically subject Mrs. McGillicuddy to an SEEC investigation.

And -- and, again, it's an issue of federal law. It's an issue of free speech. And so we include it in our statutes as well.

Through you, Mr. President.

THE CHAIR:

Senator Markley.

SENATOR MARKLEY:

Thank you. Thank you, Mr. President.

And thank you, Senator.

In the very complicated sections referring to independent expenditures that I would not pretend to feel that I can -- I can wrap my mind around, but if I might ask about one. There's, in Section 8, a provision of -- concerning long forms and short forms. And both of them are -- well, one of them, I guess, is required on the initial filing, if I understand this correctly, and one on subsequent filings. I guess -- I guess -- I'd say I can't see too much difference between the two forms. And I wondered what the -- what I'm missing about those forms in terms of whether this is supposed to be making -- I -- I assume it's to make life easier for somebody, but I kind of feel like it looks like it's a complication since so much of the same material is -- is reproduced on both forms.

And so, again, I'm asking for a clarification or a justification of what the reasoning was in putting
this together.

Through you, Mr. President.

THE CHAIR:

Senator Markley.

Senator Musto.

SENATOR MUSTO:

Thank you, Mr. President.

Well, the intent was to, as you say, make it a little easier on the second time around because you already have some information. There are eight disclosures required by the first long form, as it's so-called, and five required by the short form.

You know, perhaps it's poor drafting, that it could have been tightened up a little bit, perhaps not. But you know, the -- the -- the idea behind it was certainly that once the long form is completed and the information is available and filed already, that the second form should be a little bit less.

Now, obviously, some things need to be repeated. You -- you need to know the same person's name because it's the person who's -- who's filing, so the name has to be repeated. The subsequent expenditures have to be repeated. So that's something that you would do on the long form, and then on the short form for subsequent expenditures.

So there are certain things that have to be repeated just because you're looking at relating the short form to the long form, so you know you're talking about the same person, and you're relating the short form -- you're providing more information about subsequent disclosure in the short form.

So there may not be that much of a difference, but you are correct that the intent of it was to reduce paperwork. And perhaps we should have left it at the long form. I don't know. I will leave that to people and see how it works and -- and maybe we'll do away
with the short form or maybe we can find a way to make it even shorter.

But, you know, to your question, in spite of the fact that you're not on the committee, you know, again, having worked together, I know that you -- you can look at this and -- and figure out what the difference are -- is by yourself. You don't, you know, you certainly can -- I know you have that capability, Senator Markley.

Through you, Madam President. Good to see you.

(The President in the Chair.)

THE CHAIR:

Great to be seen, sir.

Senator Markley.

SENATOR MARKLEY:

Thank you, Madam President.

Thank you, Senator Musto. Thank you for the vote of confidence which, honestly, is more than I deserve. And I really was -- I was asking the question because of what I thought I was missing and not because of anything I particularly thought I had caught.

Let me ask another question, through you, Madam President, concerning the disclaimer requirements in this bill in Section 9.

For television and for radio advertisements on independent expenditures, it appears that for independent expenditures made within three months of the primary or the election, the ad must include -- well, let me limit it simply to the radio ads. That the ad must include the names of the five persons who made the largest aggregate covered transfers to the person making the communication during 12 months preceding the election, as well as identifying the person, I guess, the entity paying for the
expenditure, indicating the message was made independent of any candidate or political party, and state that additional information about the person making the communication is available on the SEEC website.

I guess I would ask if -- through you, Madam President -- if you have considered whether this might take up the entire 30 seconds of the radio ad if so much information has to be required. It just seems like an awful lot to get into what's typically a 30-second ad.

THE CHAIR:

Senator Musto.

SENATOR MUSTO:

Thank you, Madam President.

Through you.

It does apply to radio ads. It also applies to other ads that -- that may not be so time sensitive and media sensitive, rather, things that could come upon a screen for example, on a television or on a website.

But, yes, I do believe that there is a -- certainly a time crunch there. I would point out that under current law the top five contributors are already required for that and -- and they're required in a longer period. So what this requires is the top five contributors who, if it's made within 90 days who've contributed within the past 12 months.

And I would also say regarding this that, as Senator McLachlan pointed out, there are lots of exceptions for de minimus donors. De minimus, maybe the definition is, you know, less than $5,000, if you have a hundred. If you are really looking at what the covered transfer is trying to get at, not just this section, I should say, but the bill as a whole, the covered transfers as a whole, the independent expenditures, the entire statutory scheme is not meant to capture, in the net of campaign finance, every single, small donor, every single business that may
make some sort of promotional statement or detracting
statement against a candidate or a referendum, some
such thing.

It's -- it's really meant to capture those -- those
large donors, those organizations or those -- those
people making independent expenditures, businesses,
persons -- as I said before, the -- the definition of
persons is used -- those persons making independent
expenditures who are bringing a great deal of money to
the table, who are making those independent
expenditures really almost solely out of their own
pocket, or from the pockets of one or two people, or
businesses.

And that's what we're looking at here. We're not
trying to play gotcha with every single person who
wants to speak and wants to make a political
statement. We're really trying to say that those
people who are coming in and making these large
expenditures almost single handedly, or maybe with the
help of one or two other people or entities, those
people need to report this.

Your local pizza restaurant owner that I was talking
about before, your local rotary club, you Chamber of
commerce, we don't want to burden those folks any
more. We could. I mean, we could lower these limits
and cut out some of these exemptions. I think that
would be largely unfair to our citizens. That's not
what we're trying to get at with this bill.

So taking any of these sections in isolation, I think,
could easily bury the point that we're trying to make
with this bill.

Through you, Madam President.

THE CHAIR:

Thank you.

Senator Markley.

SENATOR MARKLEY:

Thank you, Madam President.
And thank you, Senator Musto, for your answers.

And I will say a few words in the -- about the bill generally. And I guess I'd start by saying it's a bill that concerns me very deeply, in some ways maybe more than anything else that we've seen here in my tenure, partly because I feel like the implications of it are possibly so severe, and we've had so little chance to investigate what there would be.

If there ever were a bill -- we can't function -- I might say we shouldn't pass a budget, but I understand that a budget has to be passed. I feel like this is a case of something that we may be rushing into that we might really regret, and yet, that we don't have to do today. In fact, I -- I would -- if -- if I thought that by -- by pleading, I could prevent it, I would plead that we not do it today.

And I'll just comment on a few other things that concern me about it. The first is -- the -- the largest one certainly is completely unleashing the donations from the state central committee, coordinated donations, not independent expenditures at all, but rather, donations that are effectively an extension of the campaign's own resources and to an unlimited extent.

The very fact that there is no limit on it is what makes the potential of a -- of -- of the presence of state central in these legislative races so apparent. It seems like if it was going to be a limited involvement, then there would be a limited amount of money designated. When you say it's unlimited, one is inviting and almost demanding that large amounts of money start to come back into these legislative races.

And I think that, in that sense, whether it does it immediately or only eventually, it will undo the Citizens Election Program. I feel like almost -- I would almost say, if we're going to go this route, the -- that program ought to be repealed as part of it and we ought to open it back up again, because I believe that we're doing that, in effect.

When we're capping at the Citizens Election Program
for a the State Senate race something like a hundred thousand dollars, it's very easy -- especially again with the increased donation level possible to the state central committee -- to imagine that much money coming into any competitive race in the State Senate if the party is sufficiently motivated, if the political leadership in the State is motivated to raise the money that's necessary.

I think it's a very, very serious step that we're taking with -- with very little reflection and very little time for -- for the public to weigh in, no time really for the public to weigh in.

Let me say, in terms of the public weighing in, just as I was sitting here tonight, I got an e-mail that I imagine went to all of us from the League of Women Voters, not a group that I often find myself aligned with, and yet, a group that I respect as having a long history of promoting clean elections and having concern about election -- the propriety of elections, saying that, in fact, the bill as it's before us does not increase disclosure on independent expenditures, but complicates and hides disclosure.

And I'm sure that's not the intent of -- of the legislation, but I think it may well be the effect of the legislation. And again, we may not realize that's the effect of the legislation because we don't have the opportunity to weigh the legislation. I'll say this, I don't know why else the league would be discouraging us from this unless they were convinced that the legislation went in the wrong direction.

And there's other small things that I feel are -- there's -- there's no part of it referring to contribution limits, things like ad books, things like this de minimus expense of $200. There's no part of these changes that does not seem to be aimed at allowing more money to come into the legislative races with less oversight over it.

I -- I don't know that I would be speaking heresy if I said that it seems that the ad books have always seemed to me to be a kind of a dodge. We might pretend that companies that buy an ad are getting some kind of value for their money in advertising, but I've
never seen them -- I ran a newspaper, once upon a time, and I didn't charge that much for ads that went out to 15,000 people, let alone the ads that were in the ad book.

It's -- it's a way to get money into campaigns. It's been an accepted one. It's one that has a kind of a long tradition, at least here in Connecticut, but it's not one that in the name of good government I would necessarily want to see us expand.

And there's always the problem in campaigns, to my mind, of people going out and spending money and having to say to them, no, I'm sorry you can't make up that flyer on your own and put it on the car on my behalf. You've got to do that through the campaign.

Well, what you do want? We'll do the flyer for you. You know, we'll accommodate you. At the point at which you say, no, people can do that, and they can do it up to $200, which I would say is a significant de minimus, if such a thing is possible, there's -- such flyers will start to appear in numbers which can never be determined, at an expense which we can never know, and there will be no way to oversee it. I think it strikes me as opening the door to a lot of abuse and confusion, not letting poor Mrs. McGillicuddy off the -- off the hook, but -- but complicating our lives.

And I would say in terms of the interesting change in cross endorsements for a third-party or minor party, that one effect, to my mind, that that would have is to prevent the party from building itself from the bottom up.

I've had a fair amount of contact with the -- with the Independent Party of Connecticut, as it's called, and it's a party that interestingly had a lot of support in the Waterbury area, which is where I knew these folks from. And that support was very much -- it was very much a local party. It wasn't something that was set up someplace else and came in and -- and worked its way down. It was a lot of local people that banded together under the Independent Party name, eventually becoming involved in the statewide Independent Party, and the last step being fielding a
gubernatorial candidate in the last election.

If there is going to be a third party in Connecticut, I think that's the way that we can imagine it being built, in the most healthy way that we can imagine it being built, the people themselves going out and starting a party and building it from the ground up.

And in the course of the evolution of such a party, one of the things that it would almost naturally start to do would be to cross endorse candidates, to say in the Waterbury area, we liked these liberals, or we liked these conservatives, whether they're running under their own banner or whether they're aligned with one of the major parties, and working its way up this way.

We're basically now saying, no, that can't -- that path is closed to you. You've got to have a statewide candidate that draws this kind of support. And I think, at that point, that only happens two ways, either it's a cult of personality of sorts, which we've seen in Connecticut at various times for various reasons of parties that were built around a single individual. Or it's going to be something that is set up by a group with an intent to cross endorse and create a party that way. I think it -- I think it shuts off the correct way of going about this.

And I won't belabor it. It's late at night. And I'm not expecting to -- I'm not expecting to necessarily to change anyone's mind. I've got three -- I've got three targets over here.

I would say to my good colleagues in the Senate that I don't think that we should rush into this. And I think if we pass it tonight we will have rushed into it. And if there was ever anything that I think could be worked out in a bipartisan way, is what the rules are for how political procedures would operate.

And with that, I will -- I will -- I will suspend my remarks and -- and, again, urge the members of this Chamber to reject this bill.

Thank you.
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THE CHAIR:

Thank you.

Will you remark?

Senator -- Senator Boucher.

SENIATOR BOUCHER:

Good evening, Madam President.

Madam President, I also rise to express my concern and opposition to this particular bill. There has been a great deal of discussion had already and some very important remarks and alarm being sounded by the ranking member of the GAE Commission -- Committee who has really done a great job on outlining a lot of the concerns in this bill.

There has also been a number of important comments being made by the previous speaker as well. And I was also concerned about the reaction that we get typically from organizations such as Common Cause or the League of Women Voters that spent a great deal of time, effort and attention to these issues on a regular basis from year to year, when those of us not on the committee may not be able to really see the bills until very close to the time that we have to vote on them.

We can see here that the e-mail that was just referenced by the Connecticut League of Women Voters, their chair of the Government Affairs Committee, Christine Horrigan, who just recently sent us all an e-mail expressing the great concern and alarm and opposition by the State League, where they expressed that some legislators indicated that in order to survive politically they need to pass this bill, to counter the big money flowing into the State on behalf of their opponents as a result of Citizens United decision, particularly in the last days before an election.

They expressed that that's the reason they're given that they need to raise these contribution and expenditure limits, bringing back the old ways of
raising money, like ad books, expand exemptions, make an end run around the code of ethics and allow for — and negative ads.

But they also adamantly say in this communication given to us that this is not the case. This is an area that they have a great deal of experience and expertise at, and they maintain that this is not the case, that they maintain that the bill weakens existing reporting and disclosure requirements for independent expenditures, that it hides money. These are their words.

Neither the voters nor the candidates will ever really know who is behind the negative ads. They feel very strongly that Connecticut already has a response to the Citizens United decision in a very strong disclosure law, Public Act 10-187, an act about independent expenditures -- and plead with us, they plead with us to vote no on this bill.

They go on to say that this bill weakens the reporting disclosure requirements for independent expenditures, by among other things, allowing entities and CEO to hide behind agents in -- in their ads, announcements, eliminating the disclosure of the top five donors unless covered transfer is involved prohibiting the disclosure, and changing the rebuttable presumption for independent expenditures, specifying political committees do not have to register with the SEEC if they only will make independent expenditures and eliminating the threat of imprisonment for campaign finance violations.

This is very, very concerning. And just this evening we learned that the Hartford Courant is doing an op-ed, an editorial for tomorrow's paper, that they just published this evening after seven o'clock tonight that -- whose headline is, "Campaign Bill Steers State Back to Dirtier Days." Boy, that's not what we want as a headline in our state's major newspaper that's distributed around the country.

They're adamant that these laws on the books since 2005, as a righteous reaction to grievous corruption scandals that focused on tainted money and getting that out of politics by banning campaign contributions
from state contractors, banning the infamous ad books as fund-raising tools, eliminating contribution from lobbyists and setting up a landmark system of voluntary financing of elections for the Legislature and statewide office, and that these really great initiatives have been a great source of pride for Connecticut.

They go on to say that they feel that this bill was drafted largely in secret and passed by the House in the wee hours of the morning, and seeks to puncture the reforms by opening up a spillway for more private dollars in campaigns.

One of the things that they really are concerned about is that it would bring back the ad books and it would lift the contribution ban on state contractors and allow them to give to their local town committees. This is very important because state contractors, those doing business with the State, are usually governed by a code of ethics where you are not allowed to provide funding.

Imagine, those that are benefiting from the State with a lucrative contract are now able to fund the very people and organizations and entities that allowed them to do business with the State. This is very, very troubling indeed.

They also go on to say that those that are pushing for this change have obviously learned nothing from the fund-raising scandal that brought down a congressional campaign just recently.

Well, you know, the person that had to confront a lot of the problems that Connecticut had with regards to campaign issues was our former Governor, Jodi Rell. She had, as well as the State, took great pride in the landmark legislation campaign finance laws and she is very concerned. In fact, I had an interesting conversation with her just today.

We both feel that this initiative that she worked so hard to try to get some of us that were pretty dubious to sign onto this so it would be more bipartisan is being dismantled. That Connecticut clean election laws have taken a dramatic step backwards today as
these dramatic changes to strict campaign-finance laws are being pushed so hard by certain groups here in both the House and Senate.

She worked so hard to advance this after Connecticut tried to come back from those -- remember -- negative national headlines that renamed the state not Connecticut but, Corrupt-icut, throughout the state of Connecticut.

Now she's taken a fairly quiet approach to being a former Governor. She hasn't weighed in very often on any of the issues here, even as some things might have been a concern to her. And I know she has expressed to me oftentimes that she really doesn't get any credit much for the hard work she did on trying to focus the State on transportation needs and start putting some really major improvements there. But that was all I've heard from her until just today when she just couldn't help herself and expressed her tremendous dismay at what is happening here.

This perceived assault to Connecticut's election laws pours more money into elections by lifting the cap on the state -- what the state parties can spend on any race making expenditures unlimited. It removes the prohibition of keeping PACs from pushing funds into negative campaign ads against participating candidates in the Citizens Elections Fund.

And it allows PACs to pay for members of the Legislature, for their trips, their gifts, and possible junkets.

Former Governor Jodi Rell did ask for us to convey her deep disappointment at this retreat from clean elections and campaigns, as she sees this definitely as a dramatic step backwards. So does our major newspaper. So does our League of Women Voters.

She noted that she spent a great deal of her political capital to clean up the State, and now, it appears to her that the Legislature is planning to return the State to it's old ways. It's disheartening for her and a sad day for our State.

Thank you, Madam President.
THE CHAIR:

Thank you.

Will you remark? Will you remark?

Senator McLachlan.

SENATOR McLACHLAN:

Thank you, Madam President.

I stand for the purpose of an amendment.

THE CHAIR:

Please proceed, sir.

SENATOR McLACHLAN:

Thank you, Madam President.

The -- the Clerk should have LCO Number 8610. I ask the Clerk to call it and I be allowed leave -- leave to summarize.

THE CHAIR:

Mr. Clerk.

THE CLERK:


THE CHAIR:

Senator McLachlan.

SENATOR McLACHLAN:

Thank you, Madam President.

I move the amendment.

THE CHAIR:
The motion is on the -- on adoption.
Will you remark, sir?

SENIATOR MCLACHLAN:
And I would ask for a roll call vote.

THE CHAIR:
A roll call vote will be had, sir.

SENIATOR MCLACHLAN:
Thank you, Madam President.

Madam President, this amendment is very simple. It does seek to correct what, I believe, is one of the major problems with the underlying bill. We talked earlier somewhat at length about the changes in the limits of organizational expenditures as it relates to state central committees. And that limitation, under current law, is $10,000 for a State Senate campaign and $3500 for a State House campaign.

The bill before us tonight seeks to lift that limitation and make it unlimited. The amendment before us now seeks to keep the law the way it is today.

With all due respect to the proponents of the underlying bill, it is inappropriate for state central committees to be granted open access the way that this is being proposed, and I urge adoption.

Thank you, Madam President.

THE CHAIR:
Thank you.

Will you remark? Will you remark?

Senator Musto.

SENIATOR MUSTO:
Yes. Thank you, Madam President.

I rise in opposition to the amendment.

You know, much has been made of the unlimited — so-called unlimited ability of the party committee to dump money into a campaign. As a practical matter that has not happened. It does not happen. What is unlimited is the independent expenditures that are coming from outside the state. And again, that's the focus of this bill.

The party committee has limits on how much can come into the party committee. Now we are raising those limits, but those -- what a party committee has is limited by the amount of money it can take in. There is not an unlimited amount of funds.

And as Senator McLachlan said before in his prior comments, the fact is that we here in the Legislature certainly don't get -- I have not gotten -- I no Senator McLachlan said he has not gotten money from the state central committee. It's not something that happens because the state central committee and -- and the other committees just simply don't have it.

And we could even make -- I believe we could make the amount of money going into the committees unlimited and we still wouldn't have it, because people are not going to contribute that much money.

What is unlimited is the amount of independent expenditures coming into the State. And in spite of some of the comments that have been made, Senator Boucher for example, talking about the provisions of state contractors giving money, that is not in this bill. That is in an old version of the bill. That has been taken out of this bill. And to the extent that she was reading an old newspaper article, or the newspaper read a prior version of this bill, that is just simply not in this bill.

So I oppose this amendment and would simply ask the Circle to do the same.

And Senator McLachlan has already asked for a roll
call vote, I believe.

Thank you, Madam President.

THE CHAIR:

Will you remark? Will you remark?

Senator McLachlan.

SENATOR McLACHLAN:

Thank you, Madam President.

For the second time on the amendment, for further clarification, Senator Musto has indicated that state central committees traditionally do not participate in legislative campaigns. Then it seems curious, at best, why the majority leadership of the Legislature is proposing eliminating current caps for participation of state central committees and legislative campaigns if, in fact, they're telling us there's no money there anyways. If that's the case, then they should leave the law the way it is now and -- and not lift the cap that exists.

Thank you, Madam President.

THE CHAIR:

Thank you.

Will you remark? Will you remark?

Senator Welch.

SENATOR WELCH:

Thank you, Madam President.

I rise in support of this amendment.

We don't have the best history here in the State of Connecticut with respect to some of our politicians and practices in the past. I know we're not the only State that struggles with that.
I get the impression, though, that with respect to legislation that is before us, that we are kind of opening some doors a bit wider than they have been previously opened. And one of the things Senator McLachlan's amendment does is it seeks to close one of those doors a little bit further shut, which I think is very important.

I also think it's important, Madam President, when it comes to just the atmosphere, even here in this Circle. Under current law with respect, at least, to the leadership PACs, where I understand the underlying legislation does have a cap, we are allowing those PACs to shift from positive messages to negative messages.

Now, it's -- my first two years here seemed to be a bit more divisive than the last year here, but we talk about some pretty difficult issues. We deal -- we approach them from very different positions. And it can, at times, make for heated and tense debates, heated and tense relationships.

And it seems to me that there is a risk, with the legislation before us, to kind of throw gasoline on an already -- already challenging situation, especially when the very people in this room and the very people that work with us will be working behind the scenes on political mailers, or whatever kind of advertising it might be, and a lot of good people, people we come in and see everyday and enjoy having casual conversations. But it's going to change the dynamic. And it's going to happen on a much broader scale, to the extent that we don't put limits on what state central committee can do.

So I think, Madam President, with that, that we're looking at a good amendment before us. I think it, although the underlying bill does a lot of good things, I think it does some damaging things as well. And this, I think, reduces some of that damage.

Thank you, Madam President.

THE CHAIR:

Thank you.
Will you remark?

Senator Cassano.

SENATOR CASSANO:

Thank you, Madam President.

I rise to oppose the amendment and I do that understanding where everyone is coming from. I was one of the first -- I think I was the first to be impacted what we called, outside funding.

We have made tremendous strides in the State of Connecticut. Campaign reform is in place and following the rules, like everybody around this table that used and took advantage of the, rightfully so, of the campaign-finance rules, we spend our money as we are required to do and you have to spend it, obviously before the election.

And for somebody to come in out of nowhere from somewhere else, other states and places like that after you have maximized and spent your money by law, following all the rules that we have established through this Legislative body and previous Legislatures, to have someone come in and drop $50,000 on the table to try and win your seat, there's no way that you can go out and raise another dollar because of the limits that we have on campaign finance.

So the cleanliness and the fairness of our elections are impacted by unknowns that we did not anticipate, I did not anticipate as a candidate, nor did four or five others in the Circle anticipate. And there are limited resources. The town committee is usually broke and, you know, so I can understand the purpose of the amendment.

This amendment, that this whole bill is like a budget. There are some things you like and there are some things you don't like, but we can't just go without providing some protections against what took place two years ago. It was wrong. It was sneaky. It was last minute and we had no ability to counter it.
And so I speak against the amendment, and I won't get up again, so I speak on behalf of the bill when we vote for the bill.

Thank you.

THE CHAIR:

Thank you, sir.

Will you remark?

Senator Boucher, for the second time.

SENATOR BOUCHER:

Yes. Thank you very much, Madam President.

I do rise for the second time to support the amendment -- although I think it's the first time in support of the amendment, maybe in -- previously on the underlying bill. And I am supporting the amendment because I think this is one of the areas that gives individuals the greatest concern, that there will be a large amount of money being poured into campaigns where the threshold already is pretty high to begin with.

And as was just stated by the distinguished chair of the GAE Committee, that the current dollar amount from various state organizations is already quite high and is rarely even utilized. And it raises the issue of why is this actually needed to be increased if there wasn't a plan in place to actually use a different method of campaigning. That can again taint the process in the State of Connecticut and is something that we are very concerned about.

Too much time, effort, pain and anguish was expended in getting us to this point. Why would we want to backtrack at this time and leave the State open for criticism, particularly at a time when public trust is at a very low point?

So I do rise in support of the amendment. And I hope that our Circle would pay close attention to the proceedings and at least move this bill in a slightly
better direction.
Thank you, Madam President.

THE CHAIR:
Thank you.
Will you remark? Will you remark?
If not, Mr. Clerk, will you call for a roll call vote.
The machine will be open.

THE CLERK:
Immediate roll call has been ordered in the Senate.
Senators, please return to the Chamber. Immediate
roll call on Senate "A" ordered in the Senate.

THE CHAIR:
If all members have voted, if all members have voted,
the machine will be closed.
Mr. Clerk, will you please call the tally.

THE CLERK:
Senate Amendment Schedule "A" for House Bill 6580,

Total Number Voting  35
Necessary for Adoption  18
Those Voting Yea  14
Those Voting Nay  21
Those Absent and Not Voting  1

THE CHAIR:
The amendment fails.
Will you remark? Will you remark?
If not -- oops. Sorry.
Senator Fasano.

SENATOR FASANO:
Madam President, could we stand at ease for one moment, please?

THE CHAIR:

Absolutely.

The Senate will stand at ease.

(Chamber at ease.)

THE CHAIR:

Senator Musto.

SENATOR MUSTO:

Thank you, Madam President.

And with apologies to Senator Fasano. I just wanted to add -- for the second time I rise in support of the bill. I'd just like to point out something and reiterate something I had said to Senator Markley earlier.

There are many provisions in this bill and they work together in many different ways. And taking any part of this bill in isolation looks strange in a lot of ways, but as a whole, what this bill does again is focus on disclosure and the rights of our citizens in the state to speak and right of our citizens and the state to understand who is speaking.

And when -- again, when you look at this bill as a whole, what you realize is that it's fair, both to the speaker so that there are not burdensome requirements but also to the listener so that we do have the disclosures in place.

And even though, as Senator Markley pointed out, one part of the bill would take up a lot of airtime on the radio, well, at least we know who's speaking. And you know what? If they have to buy 35 seconds instead, then they might have to buy 35 seconds. The same for
the TV. The same for the Internet.

This is the way the bill, as a whole, works. And I would caution the Circle when -- when reviewing this bill to take the bill as a whole and to look at it as a whole, and to make sure that we're reading correct versions because, again, there are things in here that are not about state contractors. There is no more independent party name rules that are not here.

There are disclosures that are increased, in some ways, and tightened up in others. So that although -- where there was not formally a deadline, which was unfair to the speaker and unlimited time going backwards, now is a 12-month deadline, which seems fair in an election cycle.

So I will now yield back to Senator Fasano, if he's available, and he would like to speak. I do appreciate his indulgence and the indulgence of the Chamber with the this debate. It is an important issue and I'm glad that we've had the opportunity to debate it tonight.

So thank you again, Madam President.

THE CHAIR:
Thank you.

Senator Fasano.

SENATOR FASANO:
Thank you, Madam.

Madam President, I rise against the bill for reasons that -- what this bill does is twofold. One, it opens up a lot more money which has been talked about. But to me, I was one of the lone Republicans -- I guess there were four of us back in 2005 or 2006 -- that voted in favor of the campaign finance rules that were put forth.

There was a majority -- large majority of Democrats, but I was one of four Republicans to join and vote yes. Out of those Republicans that voted yes for the
bill, I caught some flak for it. I was told that we're spending taxpayers' money. But the main reason why I voted for it was that there was some control over how much money was spent.

But equally important, as time went on and the bill rolled out, that there be less negative connotations to the political process. And as we evolved the bill more and more, we were able to have some other type of campaigns where it was more positive, where you talked about how good a candidate was, not how bad an opponent is.

The way it's set up now, we're going to be more focusing on negativeness. You know, in this Chamber and downstairs and across the state and the country politicians are not held in the highest regard. And when we do negative campaigning, we only feed that process.

The way the bill is drafted, we are walking right into that trap. There's very little faith the public has in us. And if we sit there and barrage each other about how poorly our actions or decisions are, we're just feeding that stereotype, when the truth of the matter is everybody in this Chamber works hard.

The truth of the matter is everybody in this Chamber cares about the State. And the truth of the matter is every day you come to this Chamber you work as hard as you can for your district and for the state. But this change necessitates out of competition negative campaigning. That's a problem and that's what bothers me the most. And that's one of the fundamental reasons why I'll be voting no.

Thank you, Madam President.

THE CHAIR:

Thank you.

Will you remark?

Senator Looney.

SENATOR LOONEY:
Thank you, Madam President.

Madam President, speaking in support of the bill, I believe that the comments of Senator Cassano earlier on the amendment really summed up in many ways the reasons why this bill is necessary.

What happened in the wake of the Citizens United decision and the activities pursuant to that that we began to see in Connecticut in the 2012 elections and have seen operated in other states, like North Carolina and in Kansas, make the provisions in this bill necessary, especially those that allow for additional fundraising through -- through state central committees and through the town committees and possible ways to infuse more funds into campaigns late in the process.

Because the problem is, right now, under our current system -- and our system is a -- is a good one. We, I think, did a -- did an extraordinary thing, and I think Governor Rell deserves great credit as well as the General Assembly, in 2005, in passing the public financing bill. And it worked very well in 2008, the first cycle of legislative elections, in 2010, the second cycle of legislative elections and the first cycle with the statewide and constitutional officers involved.

But all of the sudden, in 2012, a vulnerability and a -- a crisis erupted in the process because of the implications of the Citizens United decision. What we saw was a late infusion of spending by independent sources in campaigns in the last week or so, 60 and 70 thousand dollars being spent in several races over the space of a week or two.

Now, in some ways, the only silver lining in the cloud of Storm Sandy was that many of the -- of the television ads and the cable ads that were bought with that late infusion of money turned out not to have an impact because people had lost power and couldn't see them. So some of those -- some of those ads turned out to perhaps have been -- have been wasted.

But the problem remains that that -- that infusion of
outside -- outside funds could tip the balance in a campaign in a way that was not foreseen when we adopted public financing in 2005, and which had worked very well in the 2008 and 2010 election cycles.

It is -- it is almost as if -- if you've had two boxers who have agreed to abide by the Marquess of Queensberry Rules, and then, all of the sudden, one of them puts on brass knuckles. And then the issue is, is the other one going to still be bound by the rules in which they began the engagement, but that things have now changed substantially.

It is regrettable that many of the provisions in this bill are -- are necessary, but necessary they are. I remember some discussions that we had with some of the government reform and campaign reform advocates some time ago talking about ways to respond to -- to what had happened in 2012.

And some of the advocates said, well, in order to keep the -- the spirit of the -- of the citizens election, maybe campaigns for participating candidates could be allowed if there are independent expenditures coming in against them to hold a number of small donor events to raise some supplemental funds.

And, of course, that points out the -- the unreality and impracticality of their approach to all of this because those events take time to plan and raise. And what you need, of course, is to be able to respond quickly to a sudden and large infusion of funds against you.

And that is -- that's why things have changed. And until the genie of Citizens United can be put back in the bottle, if that can ever happen through a change in that decision, we are going to be faced with the necessity to do things that we are -- like we are advocating here tonight. So, in many ways, I believe that it is -- that it is regrettable, but it is, unfortunately, essential and I urge passage of the bill.

THE CHAIR:

Thank you.
Will you remark? Will you remark?

Senator McKinney.

SENATOR MCKINNEY:

Thank you, Madam President.

I rise in opposition to the bill. I was in my office working on another matter, so I apologize if I repeat -- repeat some comments made by other members. I will try to be brief in my opposition.

You know, I -- again -- for some reason, when I was thinking about this bill, I was stuck on a very old TV commercial which probably nobody in the Circle remembers, but it was a TV commercial advertising the sale of the Tootsie Pops.

It was a, you know, a lollipop with a Tootsie Roll in the middle, and the child always wanted to know how many licks until you got to the Tootsie Roll in the center. And he went to the wise old owl and he said, wise old owl, how many licks does it take to get to the center of the Tootsie Pop. And the owl took his Tootsie Pop and went, one, two, three, and crunched open the Tootsie Pop and said, here, three.

Well, how many years does it take for the Connecticut Legislature to do -- undo all of the good work that was done on campaign finance reform, getting special interest money cut in response to scandals? The answer is, from 2005 to 2013, about eight. That's how long it lasted.

And we're doing this, we're told, because in Senator Looney's words, a crisis hit in 2012. What was that crisis? A lot of people exercising what the Supreme Court, like it or not, has said is their constitutional right, dumped a lot of money into races, especially money that we've not seen in independent expenditures in State Senate races, mostly targeted against Democrats, and the crisis was so bad that every Democrat won.

Everyone who was targeted with all those independent
expenses, to the tunes of maybe 40, 50, 60 thousand in a race, everyone won. It was such a crisis that we need to undo many of the good reforms we did.

And when I think back on what happened in 2005, I talked a lot about how we need to eliminate lobbyist donations, we need to restrict how much money people can give to our campaigns. My disagreement was with using public money, because you don't get it. You sell the people of Connecticut too short.

I understand how money is important in politics. We all do. We all run races. But most people who dump the most money into the races don't win.

Democrats ran a candidate for governor who was a self-funded candidate who lost in a primary to our Governor. You also ran him as a candidate for the United States Senate, and he lost. Republicans ran a candidate for the United States Senate who is self-funded and a candidate for governor who is self-funded and they both lost.

The tens of thousands of dollars in independent expenditures didn't influence our elections, but we're told it's a crisis. We're told it's regrettable but necessary to make these changes, to undo the good reforms, to allow more money and more influence into our system.

Right now, a state party can only spend up to $10,000 on a State Senate race and you want to eliminate the cap. Careful what you wish for, because that's now available to both parties, Republican and Democrat.

Republican and Democrat parties can come in with 10, 20, 30, 50, 80 thousand dollars in a State Senate race, and that's necessary? That's not necessary.

We can rail all we want against Citizens United, and quite frankly, we should have disclosure. More disclosure on everything that we do with campaigns is good. Disclosure, transparency, openness is always good in our elections and in our government. But it is the law of the land.
And you might think it was wrongly decided, just as there are tens of millions of people who think the Affordable Care Act decision was wrongly decided, but you can't praise one and the court that makes that decision and then criticize the court that makes the other decision. You have to accept what our court says.

So this is a retreat. The League of Women Voters, as Senator Boucher read -- no fan of Citizens United -- is saying, don't do this. Governor Rell who worked with Democrats to pass those extraordinary campaign finance reforms said don't do this. Why are we retreating? Was it that long ago? Have we forgotten?

We can argue whether our campaigns should be funded by taxpayer dollars. I don't think so. You think it's the better way to do it? Okay. But I can't believe we're arguing over the influence of state parties in our races over the influence of people giving more money into our system.

The very premise behind the campaign-finance reform of only a hundred dollars was that nobody would be influenced by a hundred dollars. Then why are you increasing the amounts on all of the other areas? If a hundred dollars is where we level the influence, how can you go from a thousand to 2,000, or some of the increases that are in this budget -- that are in this package? It just doesn't make any sense.

For Connecticut to change our laws to allow for more money in our political system sends the wrong message. Don't be afraid of independent expenditures because the people are pretty smart and they vote for the best candidate, or the better of the two candidates, not the candidate that has the most money, or not the candidate who spends the most money.

And, quite frankly, I think, and I've heard a lot, people get turned off by the negative ads. They don't really know who's sending it. So if there's a negative ad sent against Senator Meyer, quite frankly, they assume it's Senator Meyer's opponent. They don't know what these groups are. They just assume it's the person running against Senator Meyer. And you know what? Knowing his district, I bet you that helps him,
because people in Branford and Gilford are turned off by this stuff.

I know the people in Fairfield and Newtown are -- they will not vote for candidates that run negative ads in Newtown, Connecticut. I'll tell you that right now. That's one of the very first lessons I ever learned. Don't run negative ads. People won't like you. They won't vote for you.

So I think we're not giving the people enough credit. I think we're retreating from our good government reforms that we did. I think we're sending the wrong message. And my last word of caution is, when you undo these caps, when you allow more money into the system, careful what you wish for.

Thank you.

THE CHAIR:

Thank you.

Senator Williams.

SENIATOR WILLIAMS:

Thank you, Madam President.

I rise to support the bill, to associate myself with the remarks of Senator Musto who's done a tremendous job working on this bill and bringing it out this evening, also Senator Looney and others who've spoken in favor of it.

Madam President, I, too, echo the words of Senator McKinney as to Citizens United. I may disagree with him on some of the finer points. I think we both think that it's not a terrific decision. I think it's a terrible decision for our democracy.

What it essentially allows, as you know, is unlimited and we call them "independent expenditures." That's a real nice diplomatic way of saying secret special interest attack money. That's what it really is. It's coming from well-funded corporate or special interest sources with little, and in many cases, no
disclosure whatsoever.

It can be brought to bear to strike down candidates who disagree with their positions on legislation, chilling the ability of legislators to stand up and take positions at odds with these extremely well-funded special interests that can, in the future, and as we know right now, because we saw it in 2012 in State of Connecticut, direct attacks against folks that they disagree with.

Senator McKinney is correct. We managed to fight back and hold off those attacks that occurred at the last minute. I don't know who was on our side, certainly not whatever powers were responsible for the hurricane and the power loss that inconvenienced so many people in the State of Connecticut.

But the fact of the matter is that so many of those last minute television ads, attack ads, were not even seen because the power was out. So many of those last-minute vicious attack mailings were delayed in being delivered because of the storm and the power outages.

I can tell you where it has worked. In North Carolina, which had a Democratic State Senate since the Civil War, in 2010, a -- one single millionaire decided that since redistricting was coming up and there was a Republican House and a Republican governor, if they could take control of the Senate and have a Republican Senate, they would be in control of redistricting the congressional districts. They don't have a process like we have here in Connecticut where it's bipartisan. Whoever is in control gets to draw the map.

So they poured in about a hundred thousand dollars on seven or eight key state Senate races, vicious attack ads, false charges. They defeated a majority of those Democrats candidates that they targeted. They flipped control of the Senate and then they went about redistricting, in a gerrymandered way, the congressional districts to the benefit of that political party.

Kansas -- a word of warning for my friends on the
other side of the aisle -- Kansas was a state with Republican legislative control and a Republican governor. The Republican governor, however, wanted to follow the path of the Koch brothers, and the National Chamber of Commerce was proposing deep and divisive cuts in education.

The Republican State Senate in the State of Kansas, the red State of Kansas, stood up and said, no, we are not going to savage the progress that we have made in education K through 12 and at the college level.

It took a lot of courage for the Republican president of the Senate and the Republican allies to stand up to that Republican governor and to those special interests trying to undo the progress that they had made.

As a result, right-wing candidates, or shall we say -- we can describe them as candidates who wanted to savage education in Kansas, filed for primaries in a majority of the Republican Senate incumbent districts funded with the so-called independent expenditures, which are really secret special interest attack funds, they struck down the majority of the Republican State Senators in Kansas, including the Republican President of the State Senate. They replaced those Republican leaders with folks who were compliant to those calling for a rollback of progress on the issue of education in the State of Kansas.

That is the recent effect. And we've only just gotten started of Citizens United that has opened the floodgates to secret special interest attack money. We saw $500,000 spent in State Senate races against Democrats in the State of Connecticut in 2012.

Yes, it's true. We survived that this time, in part, due to a storm, but we know that these secret attack funds are effective and they are affecting Democrats, but they're also affecting Republicans. If you're not extreme enough, watch out.

So, Madam President, this bill doesn't go far enough because we don't have the tools. We don't have the ability to stand up to the Supreme Court. Hopefully in, the not-too-distant future, we'll have a different
majority who will revert to the hundred years worth of precedent that they threw out the window when they said that we cannot look at our political process and have some controls, that we're not going to turn this country over to secret billionaires and secret corporations or secret contributions from foreign countries, for all we know -- because it's secret money -- and have them come in and dictate to us the outcome of our political process, by not just putting their finger on the scale, but slamming their fist on the scale and tipping that scale decisively to the side of special interests who work against the interests of the average working man and woman and the families across the state of Connecticut and this country.

That's what this is about.

This bill, unfortunately, only goes a very short way to providing an ability to fight back with funds that are a hundred percent disclosed, a hundred percent transparent. It's the least we can do to fight for our democracy against a tidal wave of secret special interest money.

Thank you, Madam President.

THE CHAIR:

Thank you, sir.

Will you remark? Will you remark?

If not, Mr. Clerk, will you call for a roll call vote and the machine will be open.

THE CLERK:

Immediate roll call has been ordered in the Senate. Senators please return to the Chamber. Immediate roll call has been ordered in the Senate.

THE CHAIR:

If all members have voted, all members have voted, the machine will be closed.
Mr. Clerk, will you call the tally.

THE CLERK:

House Bill 6580,

Total Number Voting 35
Necessary for Adoption 18
Those Voting Yea 21
Those Voting Nay 14
Those Absent and Not Voting 1

THE CHAIR:

The bill passes.

Are there any points of personal privilege or announcements?

Senator Meyer.

SENATOR MEYER:

Madam President, for purpose of an announcement.

THE CHAIR:

Please proceed, sir.

SENATOR MEYER:

Colleagues, there's going to be a meeting of the Environment Committee 15 minutes before the first session outside the House Chamber. We've got one significant bill to take up, so I hope those of you who are members of the committee will be there 15 minutes before the first session outside the House Chamber.

Thanks.

THE CHAIR:

Thank you.

Are there any other points of personal privilege or announcements?
Senator Bartolomeo.

SENATOR BARTOLOMEO:

Thank you, Madam President.

Madam President, I just need to say that I missed some votes earlier because I was out of the Chamber on legislative business.

THE CHAIR:

Thank you. So noted.

Are there any other?

Senator Williams.

SENATOR WILLIAMS:

Hi, Madam President.

I rise to announce that tomorrow there will be a Democratic caucus at eleven o'clock. I know Senator Looney was going to take this announcement.

I just wanted to stress it will be a caucus pretty close to eleven o'clock, so if Senator Looney and I are the only ones in the caucus room -- which, of course, that won't be the case, I know -- but I would just stress to my -- my colleagues we want to get -- we want to get on the floor. And I know my colleagues on the other side of the aisle agree, we all want to get on the floor as quickly as possible. So we will be having a caucus as close to eleven o'clock as possible so that we can go through the bills and get out here, because I know everyone around this Circle wants us to complete our business.

Thank you, Madam President.

THE CHAIR:

From your mouth to God's ears.

Sorry.
Are there any other points of personal privilege?

Senator Looney -- or announcements, sir.

SENATOR LOONEY:

Yes, Thank you, Madam President.

One other item, an item on the foot of the calendar to be removed, Calendar page 43, Calendar 459, House Bill 6622, would -- motion -- make a motion to remove that item from the foot and to mark it PR.

THE CHAIR:

Seeing that there's no objection, so ordered, sir.

SENATOR LOONEY:

Good. Thank you, Madam President.

Madam President, it's our intention tomorrow to convene, but there will be a Democratic caucus at 11 followed by session.

And hope everyone has a -- has a safe trip home this evening.

THE CHAIR:

Are there any special notations for the calendars from either side, please? Any notations of missing votes from either side?

Senator Coleman.

SENATOR LOONEY:

Well, I believe, Senator Coleman was -- was here for a number of votes today. We are thrilled that he was back with us, but I believe he did leave early because he is still -- still recovering so he may have missed a few votes, but -- but was here for a -- for the majority of votes today.

THE CHAIR:
Thank you very much.
And seeing no other business, see you all tomorrow.

SENATOR LOONEY:
Thank you, Madam President.

THE CHAIR:
Drive safely, please -- eleven o'clock.

On motion of Senator Looney of the 11th, the Senate, at 12:25 a.m., adjourned subject to the Call of the Chair.